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Drugs cost lives.

In an age when the speed of information can often outstrip the speed of verification, the COVID-19 pandemic has taught us that it is crucial to cut through the noise and focus on facts, a lesson that we must heed in order to protect societies from the impact of drugs.

Drug use killed almost half a million people in 2019, while drug use disorders resulted in 18 million years of healthy life lost, mostly due to opioids. Serious and often lethal illnesses are more common among drug users, particularly those who inject drugs, many of whom are living with HIV and Hepatitis C.

The illicit drug trade also continues to hold back economic and social development, while disproportionately impacting the most vulnerable and marginalized, and it constitutes a fundamental threat to security and stability in some parts of the world.

Despite the proven dangers, drug use persists and, in some contexts, proliferates. Over the past year, around 275 million people have used drugs, up by 22 per cent from 2010. By 2030, demographic factors project the number of people using drugs to rise by 11 per cent around the world, and as much as 40 per cent in Africa alone.

There is often a substantial disconnect between real risks and public perception. In some parts of the world for example, cannabis products have almost quadrupled in potency, and yet the percentage of adolescents who perceive cannabis as harmful has dropped by as much as 40 per cent, despite the evidence linking regular use to health problems, particularly in young people, and despite the correlation between potency and harm.

New psychoactive substances also continue to be a challenge, as markets witness the introduction of new drugs that are unpredictable and poorly understood. Regulatory and legislative steps have been successful in stemming the tide globally, but in low-income countries the problem is on the rise; between 2015 and 2019, South and Central America recorded a fivefold rise in the amount of new synthetic psychoactive substances seized, while seizures in Africa increased from minor to substantial amounts. Strong increases were also reported in South and Southwest Asia as well as the Near and Middle East.

Meanwhile, the COVID-19 crisis has pushed more than 100 million people into extreme poverty, and has greatly exacerbated unemployment and inequalities, as the world lost 114 million jobs in 2020. In doing so, it has created conditions that leave more people susceptible to drug use and to engaging in illicit crop cultivation.

Furthermore, disparities in access to essential controlled medicines around the world continue to deny relief to patients in severe pain. In 2019, four standard doses of controlled pain medication were available every day for every one million inhabitants in West and Central Africa, in comparison to 32,000 doses in North America.

In parallel, drug traffickers have quickly recovered from the initial setback caused by lockdown restrictions and are operating at pre-pandemic levels once again. Access to drugs has also become simpler than ever with online sales, and major drug markets on the dark web are now worth some $315 million annually. Contactless drug transactions, such as through the mail, are also on the rise, a trend possibly accelerated by the pandemic.

Communicating facts about drugs and promoting science-based interventions is an absolute necessity if we are to reduce demand and supply of drugs, while also facilitating access to controlled medicines for those in need. It is also the surest path to eliminating stigmatization and discrimination and providing adequate treatment, as seven in eight people who suffer from drug use disorders remain without appropriate care.

At the UN Office on Drugs and Crime we are dedicated to pursuing and promoting fact-driven, human rights-based approaches to drug control and treatment.

I am proud to present to you this World Drug Report, which embodies our commitment to raising awareness and combating misinformation.

It is my hope that this report will inform policymakers, practitioners, and the general public on the facts of the world drug problem, and provide them with a powerful tool to share evidence and information, and in doing so help save and preserve lives.

Ghada Waly
Executive Director
United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
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The designations employed and the presentation of the material in the World Drug Report do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the Secretariat of the United Nations concerning the legal status of any country, territory, city or area, or of its authorities, or concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries.

Countries and areas are referred to by the names that were in official use at the time the relevant data were collected.

Since there is some scientific and legal ambiguity about the distinctions between “drug use”, “drug misuse” and “drug abuse”, the neutral term “drug use” is used in the World Drug Report. The term “misuse” is used only to denote the non-medical use of prescription drugs.

All uses of the word “drug” and the term “drug use” in the World Drug Report refer to substances controlled under the international drug control conventions, and their non-medical use.

All analysis contained in the World Drug Report is based on the official data submitted by Member States to the UNODC through the annual report questionnaire unless indicated otherwise.

The data on population used in the World Drug Report are taken from: World Population Prospects: The 2019 Revision (United Nations, Department of Economic and Social Affairs, Population Division).

References to dollars ($) are to United States dollars, unless otherwise stated.

References to tons are to metric tons, unless otherwise stated.

The following abbreviations have been used in the present booklet:

- **CARICC**: Central Asian Regional Information and Coordination Centre
- **CBD**: cannabidiol
- **CRIMJUST**: global programme on strengthening criminal justice cooperation along trafficking routes
- **DEVIDA**: National Commission for Development and Life without Drugs of Peru
- **EMCDDA**: European Monitoring Centre for Drugs and Drug Addiction
- **Europol**: European Union Agency for Law Enforcement Cooperation
- **GBL**: gamma-butyrolactone
- **GHB**: gamma-hydroxybutyric acid
- **INTERPOL**: International Criminal Police Organization
- **LSD**: lysergic acid diethylamide
- **MDMA**: 3,4-methylenedioxymethamphetamine
- **NPS**: new psychoactive substances
- **PPE**: personal protective equipment
- **alpha-PVP**: alpha-pyrrolidinovalerophenone
- **PWID**: people who inject drugs
- **SMART programme**: global Synthetics Monitoring: Analyses, Reporting and Trends programme
- **UNAIDS**: Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS
- **UNODC**: United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime
- **WHO**: World Health Organization
Constituting the fifth part of the World Drug Report 2021, the present booklet contains an early assessment of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on drug markets, as the situation continues to evolve and more data become available. The aim is to paint a comprehensive picture of the measurable effects and potential impact of the COVID-19 crisis to assist Member States in anticipating and addressing challenges that may arise in the near future.

The booklet contains an analysis of how the pandemic has affected drug production, manufacture and trafficking, according to region and drug type. This is followed by an analysis of the most recent trends and patterns in drug trafficking and the distribution of drugs at the retail level, including on the clear web and the dark web. The booklet also contains an analysis of how the COVID-19 pandemic and the measures to contain it have affected drug use and patterns of drug use, possible health consequences for drug users and how the provision of treatment and services to people who use drugs has been affected; a number of innovations in this area, which stem from the reaction to the pandemic, are described. The booklet concludes with an overview of the potential for long-term changes to drug markets as a result of the pandemic.

POST-COVID-19 ECONOMIC CRISIS WILL HAVE GREATEST IMPACT ON DRUG MARKETS

- Expanding drug cultivation and trafficking
  - Food insecurity may intensify illicit drug cultivation and production

- More drug use
  - A protracted economic crisis may accelerate progression to drug use disorders
The coronavirus disease (COVID-19) crisis has taken its toll on public health, the global economy and our way of life. Since the beginning of 2020, the world has experienced an unprecedented public health emergency that has caused a dramatic loss of human life and led many nations to introduce measures to contain the spread of the virus. These measures have affected almost all aspects of daily life, from freedom of movement to how and where free time is spent and how work is organized.

Because drugs are trafficked clandestinely among streams of legal commerce and goods and distributed surreptitiously through the routine activities of citizens, illicit drug markets rely on a functioning licit economy. The fact that drugs are often used in social settings such as bars and clubs means that their consumption is also dependent to a significant extent on the service industry and opportunities for people who use drugs to do so together. Therefore, the fundamental changes in the social and economic activities of societies resulting from the restrictions on mobility and social distancing measures introduced by Governments to contain COVID-19 have the potential to affect drug supply, distribution and demand in different ways.

Mobility restrictions and social distancing measures introduced during the pandemic have been heterogeneous across countries in terms of duration, intensity and timing, as have been the effects of those measures on drug markets. Across all regions, disruptions and changes in drug production, distribution and use and in the delivery of services and treatment to people who use drugs have been documented.

Data and qualitative information available to UNODC as of the first quarter of 2021 reveal that different dynamics emerged after the onset of the pandemic, with some drug markets experiencing no change and others quickly recovering after initial disruptions or undergoing opportunistic changes in routes and modi operandi. The pandemic has also had a differentiated impact on drug use patterns and the delivery of services, varying by country and drug type.

Overall, drug markets have largely proved to be resilient to COVID-19-related changes. After initial disruptions early in the pandemic, organized crime groups quickly adjusted to the changing circumstances, and by early 2021, drug trafficking appeared to be continuing at the same pace as before the COVID-19 pandemic or even at an increased pace.

The COVID-19 pandemic brought new trends in drug trafficking and accelerated some existing ones: an increased use of maritime and water routes was observed in many regions, including in countries in Europe, Latin America, North Africa and South-East Asia. These shifts may have been initiated or accelerated by border closures and difficulties in trafficking by land, as well as by the reduction in commercial flights.

After an initial decrease – following the onset of the pandemic – in trafficking of some drugs, such as cocaine in transit countries close to the Andean region and heroin along some parts of the Balkan route, trafficking re-emerged, with an increase in the size of intercepted shipments in many regions. During the pandemic in 2020, several record seizures were recorded, for example, several seizures of more than 10 tons of cocaine in Western Europe. This increase in shipment size was observed in many regions, for example, Europe, Central, South-West Asia and South-East Asia, and West and Central Africa.

The COVID-19 pandemic led to shifts in drug use: overall, MDMA, LSD and cocaine were used less due to the closing of social and recreational venues; increased stress, boredom, more free time and changes in financial resources triggered an increase in the use of cannabis, as well as in the non-medical use of pharmaceutical drugs.
such as benzodiazepines. For example, a global survey among addiction medicine professionals conducted between April and mid-May 2020 found increased use of pharmaceutical sedatives in 64 per cent of surveyed countries, while cocaine use decreased in 30 per cent of countries.

The pandemic and related lockdowns aggravates the health situation of many people who use drugs: initial disruptions in the provision of services and treatment for people who use drugs were observed in many countries: a global rapid assessment of service delivery for mental, neurological and substance use disorders in the initial stages of the COVID-19 pandemic\textsuperscript{4} found that critical services for the prevention of adverse health consequences of drug users were partially or completely disrupted in 65 per cent of 130 reporting countries, opioid agonist treatment for opioid use disorders was disrupted in 45 per cent of countries, and overdose prevention and management programmes were disrupted in 53 per cent of countries. In some countries already heavily affected by the opioid crisis, COVID-19 appears to have accelerated the trend of increasing overdose deaths. For example, overdose deaths in North America increased by up to 74 per cent in 2020 over 2019.

However, COVID-19 has brought a number of important innovations to the provision of treatment and services to people who use drugs. In all regions, Member States introduced innovations and adaptations to overcome social distancing measures and to continue drug treatment and services in challenging circumstances. Examples of measures introduced or expanded by Member States to ensure the continuity of services during the pandemic include telehealth measures such as remote counselling and the delivery of treatment without the need for face-to-face appointments, take-home opioid agonist therapy medication to reduce the requirements of daily visits, and the provision in a contactless way of equipment to reduce

\textsuperscript{4} WHO, The Impact of COVID-19 on Mental, Neurological and Substance Use Services: Results of a Rapid Assessment (Geneva, 2020).
the harms of drug use, such as providing sterile drug use equipment by using vending machines or postal services.

These developments have likely been the result of a combination of factors related to drastic changes in people’s lives – for example, reduced mobility, reduced economic activity, more time spent at home and greater unemployment – and the impact of the pandemic on global trade flows and trafficking opportunities.

Beyond the dynamics triggered during the relatively short period of the current pandemic, potentially long-lasting structural socioeconomic changes and the deterioration of social and economic development are likely to have long-term consequences for drug markets and people who use drugs. This is because developments in illicit drug markets are closely linked to these wider social and economic developments. Dynamics that have been exacerbated by the pandemic such as increasing inequality, poverty, adverse mental health conditions and the lack of opportunities for socioeconomic development are factors associated with increased drug use disorders and increased engagement in drug production and trafficking and may lead to higher levels of drug use and production in the near feature.5 The acceleration of certain drug trafficking trends observed during the pandemic may also prevail and possibly continue at an increased pace.

In the past, economic recessions have led to cuts in drug-related budgets and to a reduction in the resources that Governments have allocated to drug policy and programmes,6 a development that may also follow the COVID-19-related global recession. However, the innovations and adaptations introduced in drug treatment and service delivery during the pandemic provide opportunities to increase accessibility to services in the future.

---


Key findings on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on drug supply

> Overall, drug supply and trafficking proved to be resilient to COVID-19-related changes.

> After initial disruptions, global drug production was largely unaffected by COVID-19 throughout 2020.

- Opiate production continued mostly unaffected. A combination of the timing of harvests in Myanmar and Mexico and coping strategies adopted by farmers in Afghanistan, such as a greater reliance on the family labour of women and children and on local workers, meant that global opium production in 2020 was virtually unaffected. As there are no indications of any disruption in the availability of precursor chemicals to manufacture heroin, global heroin production has likely not been affected by the pandemic.

- Coca leaf production was not affected, but the supply chain of cocaine-related products was disrupted in the early stages of the pandemic, when buyers in Colombia and Peru could not gain access to areas of coca production. However, production recovered soon after COVID-19-related restrictions were eased. The disruption was evident in the sharp drop in coca leaf prices, which declined by some 50 per cent in Colombia and Peru from the first to second quarter of 2020. Price data on legally sold coca leaf in the Plurinational State of Bolivia point to a similar situation in that country.

- Synthetic drug manufacture continued uninterrupted in South-East Asia, where the large quantities of seizures suggest that manufacturing may have even increased during 2020. However, initial difficulties in the manufacture of, for example, methamphetamine, due to limited precursor availability and mobility restrictions, were observed in North America and Europe, leading to price increases in some markets, and a disruption in the supply of methamphetamine, for example, was observed in Oceania.

- Drug trafficking may have slowed significantly during initial lockdown periods but resumed at the same or even increased levels soon after restrictions were lifted.

  - In all regions, the quantities of drugs seized decreased significantly during the second quarter of 2020 but resumed at the same or even increased levels soon after.
  
  - The decrease in global quantities of drugs seized points to reduced trafficking activities during the first months of the pandemic, although some countries reported changes in law enforcement capacity related to the COVID-19 pandemic, which may also explain the change.

  - Seizures of drugs trafficked by air and land were most affected by the disruptions; maritime routes were less disrupted.

> Different drug markets were affected by the initial disruptions in different ways.

- While heroin trafficking continued by and large unabated, cocaine trafficking slowed down in Latin America during the second quarter of 2020, which was possibly related to supply shocks. In Europe, large seizures of cocaine in that period indicate that trafficking was not disrupted at any point, which might be due to the momentum of the supply chain as existing drug inventories in the chain could be trafficked.

- Methamphetamine trafficking in South-East Asia was not affected. However, in North America, it
decreased, possibly due to increased border controls. In Western Europe, a decrease of 20 per cent in wholesale prices of MDMA in the second quarter of 2020 points to reduced trafficking activity. However, there are indications that trafficking activity has since resumed. In North Africa, MDMA trafficking increased again later in the year, indicating a possible market recovery.

- Cannabis trafficking continued throughout the pandemic, possibly even at increased rates.

Throughout 2020, a trend towards increased use of maritime and waterway routes and the use of private aircraft was observed, while the trafficking of small drug quantities by commercial air transport decreased.

- The COVID-19 pandemic may have accelerated existing trends of an increased use of sea and waterway routes for drug trafficking. Use of maritime and waterway routes was found to have increased in several regions and countries (Latin America, South-East Asia and in some African countries), possibly related to travel restrictions and increased land border controls worldwide.

- In Latin America, traffickers were increasingly using private aircraft to traffic drugs, as a result of greater difficulties due to land border controls.

- For some drugs, an increase in trafficking by mail was observed in many regions.

- During the COVID-19 pandemic an increase in the size of intercepted shipments of cocaine and heroin was observed in several regions (for example, heroin in South-West Asia, cocaine in Europe and various substances in North America), possibly indicating a global trend towards larger drug shipments trafficked. This trend may be related to the COVID-19 crisis as it is possibly a response to the need to clear inventories and/or to a reduction in opportunities for drug trafficking organizations; however, it is difficult to determine from available data whether that trend was concurrent to or caused by COVID-19.

- At the retail level, people who sell drugs to users quickly adapted and used novel ways to distribute drugs.

- In many countries, during periods of mobility restrictions, drug traffickers seized opportunities...
brought by the COVID-19 pandemic to distribute drugs in the new, changed circumstances, for example, via food delivery services or concealed in PPE equipment.

- In many countries, there was an increase in seizures by mail and an increased use of technology to facilitate drug trafficking at the retail level, for example, using the Internet or darknet markets, or encrypted cell phone communication tools.

Given the high volatility of darknet market sites, it is challenging to determine the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on drug trafficking through the dark web. Some analysis suggests that purchases of small quantities of cannabis have increased on the dark web while purchases of large quantities have decreased during the pandemic. Other studies suggest there have been no changes or even declining drug sales over the dark web. What seems to be more unanimous is an emerging increase in the delivery of drugs by mail, suggesting that the pandemic may have accelerated an ongoing trend towards more remote or contactless modes of buying drugs. What is also clear is the expansion in 2020 of the Hydra Market on the dark web – a marketplace targeting Russian-speaking customers – although this expansion may not be related to the pandemic itself.

The COVID-19 pandemic and related measures affected drug supply in different ways

Global supply chains of drugs broadly consist of production, trafficking and distribution to people who use drugs. A drug supply chain involves a series of actors linked directly or indirectly in the process of distributing a specific drug, from the sourcing of the raw material to the manufacture, trafficking and delivery of the end product to the user. Various activities are involved across the supply chain and criminal organizations source and procure raw materials, manufacture, refine, transport, store inventory, sell and distribute products to customers.

The pandemic has affected drug supply chains where and when it has affected the risks and opportunities at the different stages of the chain, from production to delivery. The drastic reduction of the mobility of people, the reduction in the global trade of goods and services and increased border controls, as well as varying levels of law enforcement activity, have likely affected the risk of drugs being, one way or another, intercepted at some point in the supply chain.7

The changes that happened in a very short time were quite dramatic. By the end of March 2020, during the initial lockdowns, about half of the global population experienced some form of mobility restrictions, and numerous borders were closed.8 Later during the


pandemic, mobility restrictions were no longer ubiquitous but were introduced locally in different parts of the world, affecting many countries and territories. Drug trafficking has been affected by these measures because they made trafficking by individuals (“mules”) and private transportation more challenging, and increased border controls made trafficking by land riskier (as reported, for example, in connection with cocaine trafficking in Latin America).

Drug trafficking has also been affected by the restrictions introduced for international and domestic travel, both in the early stages of the pandemic and in later stages. Data from 2020 show that there was a sharp decline by some 70 per cent in international air passenger traffic from March to April 2020, which has not yet returned to prior levels. As a consequence, drug traffickers who relied on air transport for trafficking drugs (in corpore, using body packs, or in luggage or by means of corrupt airline personnel) have been the most severely affected. However, that reduction in trafficking through air passenger traffic has had only a limited overall impact on large-scale drug trafficking because, in general, private air travel accounts for only a limited amount of the overall drug supply. This method only accounts for a large share of trafficking in certain drugs in some countries, for example, in South-East Asia and Oceania, where methamphetamines are predominantly trafficked by means of private air travel.

Large quantities of drugs are typically trafficked hidden among legal cargo, and such trafficking seems to have been affected by the global reduction in the trade in merchandise, particularly in the initial stage of the pandemic. Container trade showed a clear decline in the first two quarters of 2020, but quickly recovered to expected levels towards the end of the year. As a result of the drastic change in trade in the initial stages of the pandemic, some drug traffickers have faced an increased risk of interception and difficulties in shipping their product, while others have benefited from the weakening of law enforcement capacity. This situation is reflected, for example, in reports on temporary shortages in the supply of precursor chemicals for methamphetamine manufacture in North America in the early stages of the pandemic.

Lockdown measures and curfews imposed on the general population led to increased risks for people who sell drugs at the retail level. Some countries experienced shortages of some drugs during the early stages of the pandemic and increasing prices, indicating difficulties in retail distribution of drugs. In March 2020, some countries in Europe experienced localized shortages of heroin in the retail market, and countries in North America saw a shortage of methamphetamine. Some 56 per cent of people who use drugs who participated in the web-based Global Drug Survey conducted in the second quarter of 2020 were of the opinion that drugs had become less available during the pandemic.

However, drug traffickers quickly adapted and changed retail distribution methods to overcome the obstacles, for example, by using food delivery services or other

9 UNODC, “COVID-19 and the drug supply chain: from production and trafficking to use”.
10 Ibid.
13 Reported submitted, for example, by Czechia in response to the UNODC global call for contributions on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic in April 2020. The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and France reported increasing prices and decreasing purity of cocaine at the consumer level, indicative of localised supply shortages.
containment measures introduced on the cross-border and cross-regional movement of people, goods and services.

Opiate production has been largely unaffected by the pandemic. The production and manufacture of opiates have been only marginally affected by the pandemic. The pandemic did not affect the production of opium in 2020 in the three countries that account for 95 per cent of illicitly produced opium worldwide: Afghanistan, Mexico and Myanmar. Opium production requires labour-intensive activities in the cultivation and harvest of opium poppy, which could have been affected by the COVID-19 crisis, but a combination of factors – the time when harvest took place and the coping strategies adopted by farmers, for example, by some countries of Eastern Europe and South-East Asia.

Overall, drug supply and trafficking proved to be resilient to COVID-19-related measures

Impact on the illicit cultivation, production and manufacture of drugs varied by drug and region

Owing to their distinct nature and the location and requirements of production, markets for different drugs have been characterized by their different reactions to the external changes brought by the COVID-19 pandemic. The global production and manufacture of cocaine and opiates, for example, are geographically concentrated and therefore sensitive to changes occurring in just a few countries, whereas the production of other drugs such as cannabis and synthetic drugs is more geographically dispersed and therefore affected in many different ways by the limitations resulting from the COVID-19 containment measures introduced on the cross-border and cross-regional movement of people, goods and services.

Opiate production has been largely unaffected by the pandemic

The production and manufacture of opiates have been only marginally affected by the pandemic. The pandemic did not affect the production of opium in 2020 in the three countries that account for 95 per cent of illicitly produced opium worldwide: Afghanistan, Mexico and Myanmar. Opium production requires labour-intensive activities in the cultivation and harvest of opium poppy, which could have been affected by the COVID-19 crisis, but a combination of factors – the time when harvest took place and the coping strategies adopted by farmers, for example, relying more heavily on the family labour of women and children and on local workers – prevented a major disruption.

Likewise, while some degree of interruption in the availability of precursor substances for heroin manufacture, most importantly acetic anhydride, was expected in Afghanistan, there are no indications of a disruption in the manufacturing of heroin.

15 UNODC, “COVID-19 and the drug supply chain: from production and trafficking to use".
Cocaine supply plunged in the early stages of the pandemic but recovered soon after

Cocaine manufacture was disrupted during the initial stages of the pandemic (roughly the second quarter of 2020) and returned to its normal level shortly after in all three main coca-producing countries, Bolivia (Plurinational State of), Colombia and Peru.

Coca bush is a perennial plant that is grown and harvested throughout the year, and its global illicit cultivation does not seem to have been affected by the pandemic. However, in the early stage of the pandemic, coca growers and producers had difficulty selling their products in all three countries, because traffickers were not able to reach producers in the areas where coca leaf is grown. This resulted in falling prices of illicitly sold coca leaf and derivatives in Colombia and Peru and the stockpiling of coca leaf and derivatives such as coca paste. In Peru, for example, the price of coca leaf dropped by 50 per cent between January and May 2020, and a similar development was observed in some departments of Colombia; in the department of Catatumbo, however, local conditions allowed movements of buyers in the area and prices remained stable. In the Plurinational State of Bolivia, prices of legally sold coca leaf more than doubled in major cities, indicating a shortage of coca leaf resulting from traders being unable to reach production areas, too.

After the initial lockdown periods in the first two quarters of 2020, prices of coca products returned almost to the pre-COVID-19 levels in Colombia and Peru, suggesting that the market had recovered. In Peru, for example, in June 2020 the price of coca paste was almost 30 per cent lower than in January, but by November it was 10 per cent higher. A shortage of precursor chemicals necessary for converting coca leaf into cocaine and cocaine into cocaine hydrochloride was also observed during the first months of the pandemic in Colombia but did not seem to have had a lasting effect on cocaine manufacture throughout 2020.

The pandemic may also have had wider implications for coca production. There are indications from Colombia of the increased participation of some population subgroups

---

16 Based on price data, key informant interviews in countries and qualitative research conducted by UNODC country offices.
18 Based on price data, key informant interviews in countries and qualitative assessments from UNODC country offices.
in drug production activities, for example, teenagers who were not in school due to lockdown measures and took up coca leaf collection to earn additional money. Moreover, organized crime groups have been found to be seizing the opportunities that COVID-19-related disruptions brought and have been increasingly taking over State functions in certain areas.

Synthetic drug manufacture continued uninterrupted in some regions but faced initial difficulties in others

While synthetic drug manufacture in East and South-East Asia (mostly methamphetamine) was hardly affected, manufacture in other parts of the world was hindered by difficulties in obtaining precursor chemicals in the early stages of the pandemic, affecting, for example, the illicit manufacture of methamphetamine and fentanyl in North America, although these were quickly overcome and manufacture (and to a lesser degree, trafficking) continued uninterrupted.

Synthetic drugs do not require access to suitable land or climate and make only limited demands on manufacturing facilities and the labour force. However, their manufacture frequently requires internationally controlled precursor chemicals. Those precursors or pre-precursors are mostly manufactured in and imported from a few countries in East and South-East Asia, where there is a large, established chemical industry.

The sharp decline in global trade triggered by the pandemic resulted in a short-term shortage of precursors and pre-precursors in regions outside Asia. This was expected to have a particular impact in countries where drug traffickers rely on intercontinental shipments from East Asia to manufacture methamphetamine and fentanyl.

By April 2020, it was reported in the media that precursors from East and South-East Asia had stopped arriving at Mexican ports, resulting in shortages for manufacturing methamphetamine, which may have led to a subsequent increase in methamphetamine prices in the United States of America. Temporary shortages of precursors were also reported in the Middle East and North Africa (where they are used for the manufacture of “captagon”) and in West Africa, where in one country it was observed that prices for crystalline methamphetamine increased by 10 per cent between February and April 2020 due to precursor shortages. One notable exception was South-East Asia, where there were no reports of shortages or impeded manufacture of synthetic drugs at the onset of the pandemic. Large seizures of methamphetamine made in South-East Asia in 2020 suggest that its supply and manufacture were not disrupted; in this subregion, precursor substances are supplied from within the subregion and neighbouring subregions and trafficked across informal border crossings.

While it was expected that the initial lockdown in China would disrupt the supply of precursor chemicals used in methamphetamine manufacture in Western and Central Europe, container traffic remained a viable transport option, and the manufacture of methamphetamine and MDMA, for example, was hardly affected by a lack of relevant chemicals. In countries where there is domestic manufacture of synthetic drugs using domestic precursors, as in the case of mephedrone and other popular synthetic drugs in the Russian Federation, no major impact on the domestic drug market was visible.

Overall, in 2020, manufacture of MDMA and methamphetamine continued in Western Europe throughout

---

19 UNODC field office assessment based on the collection of qualitative and quantitative information.
22 UNODC, “COVID-19 and the drug supply chain: from production and trafficking to use”.
25 UNODC, “COVID-19 and the drug supply chain: from production and trafficking to use”.
28 UNODC, Global Synthetic Drugs Assessment 2020 (United Nations publication, 2020).
29 UNODC, “COVID-19 and the drug supply chain: from production and trafficking to use”.
30 Report by the National Drug Law Enforcement Agency of Nigeria to UNODC.
31 UNODC, Global Synthetic Drugs Assessment 2020.
33 UNODC, “COVID-19 and the drug supply chain: from production and trafficking to use”.
2020, as evidenced by the number of illicit laboratories dismantled and dump sites reported. Manufacture of synthetic drugs used in recreational settings, such as MDMA, may have been affected by a reduction in demand resulting from the closure of bars and night clubs and the cancellation of music festivals. This situation reportedly caused an initial drop in wholesale prices of more than 20 per cent in the second quarter of 2020 in manufacturing countries in Western and Central Europe. By the end of that year, wholesale prices started to increase again in Europe, suggesting a possible recovering demand for MDMA in at least some regions: although price data from North Africa of “ecstasy”, typically sourced from Europe, indicated a disruption of “ecstasy” supply in 2020, major seizures made in July 2020 pointed towards a resurgence of its trafficking in the second half of 2020. However, there have been indications that some wholesalers in Europe hold back the chemicals used for the manufacture of MDMA in the hope of obtaining higher prices a few months later. Moreover, a strong increase in dismantled manufacturing sites of methamphetamine in the Netherlands (increasing from 9 in 2019 to 32 in 2020) may indicate a shift from the manufacture of MDMA to methamphetamine.

MAP 1 Significant methamphetamine seizures in South-East Asia, March 2020–April 2021

FIG. 5 Number of dismantled manufacture locations, storage locations and dump locations of synthetic drugs, precursors and new psychoactive substances, the Netherlands, 2016–2020

Source: The Netherlands, Poilitie, “Cluster synthetische drugs intel and expertise (ERISSP Landelijk overzicht Synthetische Drugs 2020)”, version 1.4 (March 2021), article in Dutch.


35 UNODC meeting with law enforcement experts from Belgium and the Netherlands on the impact of COVID-19 on ATS manufacture, 22 February 2021.

36 UNODC field office assessment based on the collection of qualitative and quantitative information.

37 UNODC meeting with law enforcement experts from Belgium and the Netherlands on the impact of COVID-19 on ATS manufacture, 22 February 2021.

38 The Netherlands, Poilitie, “Cluster synthetische drugs intel and expertise (ERISSP Landelijk overzicht Synthetische Drugs 2020)”, version 1.4 (March 2021), article in Dutch.
Cannabis production may have expanded due to increased demand

While monitoring cannabis production is challenging and no reliable data are available, a reported increase in the quantities of cannabis seized and an increase in demand for the drug may have led to an increase in cannabis production worldwide.

Unlike other plant-based drugs, for which production is concentrated in a limited number of countries, cannabis is produced in almost all countries worldwide. Cannabis products are often produced and distributed locally via domestic supply chains. There are no indications that these supply chains have been drastically disrupted by the COVID-19 measures.

Because of the localized and often small-scale nature of cannabis production, it is difficult to monitor and thus challenging to evaluate how it has been affected by the COVID-19 pandemic.

Data available to date on drug use during the pandemic point to a stable or increased use of cannabis in countries in many regions. A global survey of addiction medicine professionals conducted between April and mid-May 2020 found that cannabis consumption was perceived to have increased in 42 per cent of countries surveyed and prices to have increased in 39 per cent of countries surveyed and to have decreased in 37 per cent of countries surveyed.

In the absence of information on global production of cannabis, this can be read as an indication that supply may have expanded to meet the increase in consumption. One country, Belgium, reported in 2020 that cannabis production did not seem to have been disrupted, and seizure activity in 2019 and 2020 also pointed to a continuation of cannabis trafficking operations in North Africa and Europe, where some countries, such as Latvia, reported an increase in production sites.

---

39 See section on the impact of COVID-19 on drug use in the present booklet.


41 Response submitted by Belgium in response to the UNODC global call for contributions on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
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After initial disruptions, transnational drug trafficking proved resilient to the impact of COVID-19 measures, with larger shipments being increasingly trafficked

The trafficking of different drugs was impacted in different ways by the measures to contain COVID-19, depending on the most common modes of transportation used and the length and severity of mobility restrictions, closures of borders and the reduction in the licit trade of goods and services.

Heroin is mostly trafficked by land, often hidden in legal cargo, whereas cocaine is frequently trafficked by sea, in containers and sometimes in non-commercial craft such as specialized semi-submersibles, boats and yachts. Prior to the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, synthetic drugs tended to be trafficked more frequently by air than were other drugs, with this mode of transport accounting for large proportions of the synthetic drugs supplied to some countries, for example, as reported by South Korea.\(^45\) The biggest impact on synthetic drug trafficking was therefore expected in countries to which the drugs are trafficked by passengers on commercial flights.

In many countries, quantities of drug seized decreased in the second and third quarters of 2020 but did not in many others

A common theme in all regions and for all drugs is that drug trafficking activities were disrupted during the initial phase of the pandemic (at least to a certain degree) but have proved to be resilient: by the end of 2020 most drug markets had recovered or were on the way to recovery.

**FIG. 6** Distribution of seized quantities of cocaine, heroin and methamphetamine, by mode of transportation, selected countries and regions, prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, averages for the period 2016–2019

Source: UNODC, Drugs Monitoring Platform.

Note: Subregions were selected based on availability of data. The category of “cocaine” includes cocaine base, cocaine hydrochloride, coca paste, cocaine salts and seizures classified as “cocaine-type” substances. The category of “cannabis” includes cannabis herb, cannabis resin and cannabis-type substances. The present figure is based on information from significant individual seizures, which constitutes an opportunistically determined subset of all relevant seizures.

\(^{45}\) UNODC, “COVID-19 and the drug supply chain: from production and trafficking to use"
Many countries in the Americas saw a decline in cocaine seizures in the second and third quarters of 2020, possibly as a consequence of the initial disruption in the supply of cocaine in Bolivia (Plurinational State of), Colombia and Peru in the second quarter. However, changes in the intensity of law enforcement activities could have played a role in that trend, too.

By contrast, Europe, an important destination market for cocaine, did not see a reduction in large-scale cocaine seizures in the early stages of the pandemic. Cocaine is mostly transported to Europe by sea. Shipments that arrived in Europe in March and April 2020 were in all likelihood loaded and shipped prior to the first wave of mobility restrictions (port-to-port transit from Brazil to Spain, for example, can take up to 30 days). Authorities of the Netherlands reported, for example, that more cocaine was seized in the port of Rotterdam between mid-March and mid-April than in the year before.

Similarly, in Brazil, a major transit country for cocaine, no major disruptions in the cocaine trade were reported, and throughout the pandemic, seizures continued on a large scale and cocaine prices remained stable, indicating that the supply chain was resilient to shocks, possibly due to the existence of drug inventories.

Heroin seizures, on the other hand, did not decline in the initial stages of the pandemic or later in the immediate vicinity of Afghanistan (Iran (Islamic Republic of) and Pakistan), substantiating the findings that heroin manufacture and trafficking were not disrupted. Reductions in the quantities seized were observed, however, in some of the subsequent transit countries along the Balkan route, including countries in South-Eastern Europe, and in Western and Central Europe. A substantive reduction in quantities seized and/or drug-related crime was, for example, reported by Albania and Bulgaria in the initial lockdowns, between March and April 2020. Later assessments, however, pointed to a normalization of the situation, with no major impact observed on drug trafficking activities.

The quantities of heroin seized continued to decrease throughout 2020 in countries along the northern route, including in countries in Central Asia and in the Russian Federation, a trend possibly accelerated by COVID-19 measures.
There was evidence of the strong resilience of drug trafficking organizations even during the early stages of the pandemic, when they quickly adapted to the situation and changed their modi operandi. This included increasingly concealing drugs in shipments of PPE equipment (in the Balkan countries), increasingly using alternative modes of transport such as private ships to be able to continue smuggling cocaine (as reported by Latin American countries), and increasingly relying on maritime trafficking routes.

Once the restrictions were no longer universal and countries started to open up again, drug trafficking resumed, often at a faster pace than before, as indicated by the increased seizures by law enforcement authorities in many countries. A possible explanation is that, at least in some countries and for some substances, drug inventories were built up during the period of lockdown measures and then entered the market later.

**Use of waterways and maritime routes further intensified during 2020, together with the use of private aircraft**

Several countries have indicated shifts in drug trafficking routes and more intense use of maritime or waterway routes by drug traffickers, in particular Bolivia (Plurinational State of), Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador and Panama and countries in North Africa, Europe and South-East Asia. These shifts may be explained by border closures and difficulties in trafficking by land, as well as a reduction in commercial flights, but they may also be a continuation of existing trends, possibly accelerated by COVID-19 measures, such as the increasing use of sea transport for cocaine trafficking to Europe. Countries in Latin America (Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador and Panama) observed an increasing trend in the use of private aircraft.

**In 2020, a trend towards larger shipments emerged**

Another pattern that emerged during the pandemic was that, at the wholesale level, shipments of trafficked drugs were less frequent but larger, as was observed in a number of countries, including shipments of opiates trafficked via Azerbaijan, Iran (Islamic Republic of) and Pakistan, and shipments of various substances trafficked from Mexico to the United States, with indications in Europe and West Africa of that trend being true of maritime trafficking in cocaine. In Europe, some of the largest cocaine seizures ever recorded took place during the COVID-19 crisis. The trend was also observed in the trafficking of opiates from Afghanistan: observed seizure quantities considered in combination with the trend in the number of seizure cases suggest an increase in the size of shipments towards the end of 2020. An increasing size of drug shipments was also observed in West and Central Africa for cocaine and in Egypt for “captagon”.

**FIG. 7 Trend analysis of individual heroin seizures linked to opiates originating in Afghanistan, 2019–2020**

*Source: UNODC, Drugs Monitoring Platform.*

*Note: The figure is based on information from significant individual seizures, which constitutes an opportunistically determined subset of all relevant seizures. Data covers Africa, South and Central Asia, Near and Middle East/South-West Asia and Europe.*
Seizure data suggest that the increase in larger shipments of drugs could be explained by a change in trafficking modalities caused by a reduction in opportunities for drug trafficking organizations or, in the case of cocaine, by increased quantities being shipped as inventories were cleared. It is also possible that changes in the capacity and prioritization of law enforcement agencies to target larger shipments could have caused the increase, although it is unlikely that such changes happened at the same time across so many countries. Assessing whether this trend was caused by the dynamics of the COVID-19 pandemic or concurrent to it remains challenging.

**Drug traffickers ensured retail distribution continued unabated during lockdown conditions**

COVID-19 mobility restrictions led to an increase in home deliveries of drugs (as reported, for example, in Algeria, Ireland, Malaysia, Spain, the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland and countries in Latin America and the Caribbean), and drug distributors in many countries took advantage of the fact that the mobility restrictions did not apply to the transport of food.55, 56 In the Philippines, for example, there have been examples of vehicles being marked to appear to be government vehicles that were then used to transport drugs disguised as essential commodities.57 In countries in Latin America, drug distributors reportedly disguised themselves as essential workers delivering food or driving ambulances.58

New transport and concealment methods have also emerged. In South-East Asia and Central Asia, for example, there was an increase in the use of drones to transport drugs and the concealment of drugs in shipments of fruit and vegetables.59 In the Netherlands, drugs have been found in lorries and containers filled with PPE and medicines needed to treat COVID-19. The drug traffickers may have hoped that customs officers would not subject such shipments to rigorous inspections.60

A number of countries in all regions also reported the increased use of mail services for small- and medium-scale shipments, including Latvia,61 Thailand,62 the Philippines,63 Kyrgyzstan64 and Nigeria.65 For example, the analysis of individual seizure data suggests that in Europe there has been a sharp increase in cases of small seizures of drugs needed to treat COVID-19. The drug traffickers may have hoped that customs officers would not subject such shipments to rigorous inspections.60

![Distribution of small-scale seizure cases, by drug and mode of transportation, Europe, 2019 and 2020](image)

**FIG. 8**

Distribution of small-scale seizure cases, by drug and mode of transportation, Europe, 2019 and 2020

Source: UNODC, Drugs Monitoring Platform.

*Note: Small-scale seizures are seizures of less than 1 kg. The category of “cocaine” includes cocaine base, cocaine hydrochloride, coca paste, cocaine salts and seizures classified as “cocaine-type substances”. The category of “cannabis” includes cannabis herb, cannabis resin and cannabis-type substances. The present figure is based on information from significant individual seizures, which constitutes an opportunistically determined subset of all relevant seizures.*
Drug trafficking using the Internet may have accelerated during the COVID-19 pandemic

The COVID-19 pandemic has changed shopping behaviour by accelerating the shift towards e-commerce and triggering a change towards online shopping that is likely to have lasting effects. There are indications that this trend has affected not only licit goods but also purchases of controlled drugs. Increased digital interconnectivity has brought about innovations in how global drug supply chains operate, with technology and the Internet increasingly serving as an avenue for the advertisement and sale of a variety of substances that supply illicit drug markets, whether controlled drugs, NPS or drug precursors.

While some of these substances are sold on the clear web, others have found their way to the deep web, onto darknet markets. Several sources have found that people who use drugs made greater use of markets on the dark web and clear web during the pandemic lockdowns, although the volatility of those markets makes it difficult to attribute that change to COVID-19-related conditions.

Drug sales on darknet markets constitute only a small fraction by volume of total drug sales but they are still relevant for understanding the effects of COVID-19 restrictions on drug supply, in particular because they provide an opportunity to understand trends in real time. These markets provide indications of drug prices and supply and demand during the pandemic and may also point to future changes.

An analysis of buyers’ feedback reports on three large European darknet markets, used as a proxy indicator for sales activity, quantity and price, found an increase in the use of the darknet, most notably for the purchase of small quantities of herbal cannabis, as monthly reviews increased from about 14,000 in January 2020 to about 18,000 in March 2020. The data suggest that there may be two main drivers of these developments: people who buy cannabis in order to resell it had reduced their activities, possibly because they expected that social distancing measures would make resale more difficult, and people who bought cannabis for personal use or for use among their social networks had increased their purchasing activity on the darknet market.

In Germany, the overall use of the darknet for purchasing drugs appears to have increased, although drug prices paint a mixed picture. Compared with the prices in 2019, the prices of seven drug types, sold on the darknet in quantities of up to 500 grams per unit, decreased by 10 to 41 per cent by April 2020, while the prices of four other types increased by 4 to 34 per cent, potentially indicating different trends in the demand for different substances.

In Romania, national experts noted an increase in the number of parcels ordered from darknet markets early in the pandemic. An increase in the use of online methods to purchase drugs has also been observed in China, the Russian Federation and Thailand. Analysis conducted in New Zealand found that the number of listings for illicit drugs on international darknet markets surged by 495 per cent between 23 December 2019 and 23 March 2020. For example, a darknet market specializing in shipping within New Zealand had several mentions of COVID-19 “bargains” and “discounts” and had experienced a tenfold increase in sales volume in 2020.
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77 Report submitted by Romania in response to the UNODC global call for contributions on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
81 New Zealand, National Drugs Intelligence Bureau, “The effects of COVID-19 on New Zealand’s illicit drug landscape”.
By contrast, in the United States, some media sources have reported a decrease in online drug sales over the dark web, while the Government of the United States has noted that some darknet markets have been closing, ceasing service or warning customers about shipping and delivery delays. All these findings reflect the volatility of marketplaces on the dark web observed over the past decade, which is likely to have continued during the pandemic. An analysis of 12 major darknet markets that sold drugs in 2019 and 2020 shows variations in the popularity of these markets over time. During 2020, drug sales on these 12 darknet markets quadrupled when compared to 2019, and an increase was notably observed on the Hydra market, a darknet market mainly targeting Russian-speaking coun-

In Australia, a similar study of the average numbers of listings on darknet markets found an initially stable trend in the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic, between February and April 2020. However, those darknet markets appeared quite volatile, and there was a sharp increase in listings in May 2020, attributable to a single market. From June to August 2020 a decline in drug listings was observed, which was largely attributable to the closure of two major darknet markets during that period. The study acknowledged that the detected drug listing trends were dependent on the volatile nature of darknet market activity and predated the pandemic. As such, the current evidence was found to be inconclusive about whether or not the COVID-19 pandemic itself had had an impact on the observed drug listings.

By contrast, in the United States, some media sources have reported a decrease in online drug sales over the dark web, while the Government of the United States has noted that some darknet markets have been closing, ceasing service or warning customers about shipping and delivery delays. All these findings reflect the volatility of marketplaces on the dark web observed over the past decade, which is likely to have continued during the pandemic. An analysis of 12 major darknet markets that sold drugs in 2019 and 2020 shows variations in the popularity of these markets over time. During 2020, drug sales on these 12 darknet markets quadrupled when compared to 2019, and an increase was notably observed on the Hydra market, a darknet market mainly targeting Russian-speaking coun-
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activities on social media in an apparent attempt to win over local communities and attract new recruits. In Afghanistan, the Taliban have largely supported the COVID-19-related restrictive measures and reportedly enforced quarantine for migrants and distributed gloves, masks and information on how to avoid spreading the virus. It has also been reported that the Taliban have been enforcing social distancing by cancelling public gatherings and weddings and asking people to pray at home rather than at mosques. Meanwhile, reports from Italy indicate that the mafia has been trying to increase its legitimacy and profit from the increased poverty and the social crisis induced by COVID-19 measures by, for example, delivering help packages to those in need. Criminal groups in Brazil, Guatemala and Mexico, gangs in El Salvador and non-state armed groups in Colombia appear to have taken over State functions by keeping residents indoors, enforcing curfews and quarantines and providing basic services.

Nevertheless, the operating environment during the COVID-19 pandemic has also caused uncertainty for transnational drug trafficking organizations. According to authorities in the United States, several high-profile seizures in Mexico in 2020 suggested that criminal groups in the country have made miscalculations and experienced problems in trafficking drugs to the border, at least in the early stages of the pandemic; in response, those groups seem to have been stockpiling drugs and cash along the border with the United States.

While there may have been some expectations that COVID-19-related measures could increase organized crime-related violence, an overview of homicides committed during the pandemic in certain Latin American countries did not reveal a clear trend in that direction. In the European Union, however, the instability in the drug markets early in the pandemic created an increasingly volatile environment for criminal businesses along the drug supply chain. This appeared to have resulted in increased levels of violence among mid-level drug suppliers and distributors, and local conflicts over drug trafficking groups have adapted rapidly to the new and changing conditions

Although trafficking groups seem to have adapted rapidly to the new and changing conditions resulting from the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, this has been manifested in different ways around the world. The rapid adaptation of organized crime groups to the new environment was reported in the early stages of the pandemic in some countries of the western Balkans, where certain organized crime groups involved in drug trafficking were moving into forms of crime such as cybercrime and trafficking in falsified medicines.

In Latin America and the Caribbean, for example, some organized crime groups have filled the economic and political void left by the COVID-19 pandemic and used it as a window of opportunity to exert social control in local communities through actions of solidarity and care rather than the accustomed violent coercion. That approach of solidarity is aimed at bolstering the legitimacy, power and social capital of those groups, helping them to co-opt civil society and the State in order to support their criminal operations.

Criminal groups in Mexico have distributed aid packages branded with cartel insignia and publicized these
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Nevertheless, the COVID-19-related restrictions appear to have triggered a temporary shortage of buyers and thus a disruption in local trade in opiates at the beginning of 2020, suggesting that opium poppy farmers may continue to face downward pressure on income for their subsistence.

Mexico

In contrast to opium cultivation in Afghanistan and Myanmar, the opium harvest in Mexico is staggered over time: there is no single period in the year when a large amount of opium enters the market or when a large labour force is needed. For that reason, the immediate impact of COVID-19-related mobility restriction measures on opium production in Mexico has been rather limited.

The manufacture of heroin in Mexico may not have been heavily affected by the reduction in trade or the availability of chemicals either, since the main precursor, acetic anhydride, can be manufactured in the country. According

FIG. 10 Inflation-adjusted farm-gate prices (weighted average) of fresh and dry opium in poppy-growing villages, Myanmar, 2004–2020
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From March to May 2020, COVID-19-related mobility restrictions in the Plurinational State of Bolivia led to closures of roads, a reduction in air traffic, border closures and increased controls at border crossings. This arguably reduced the options for the concealment and transportation of cocaine by drug traffickers during that period, leading to a disruption in trade between manufacturers and early-stage traffickers. Once lockdown measures were eased, from June 2020 onwards, large-scale drug seizures on land, air and waterway routes were again reported in the country, as had been the case before the lockdown, suggesting that large-scale cocaine trafficking had

**Coca leaf production and cocaine manufacture**

**Bolivia (Plurinational State of)**

Assessments based on interviews with key stakeholders in the Plurinational State of Bolivia suggest that the harvesting of coca leaf and the manufacture of cocaine continued throughout the pandemic and was adapted to the change in circumstances. In the initial stages, lockdown measures and mobility restrictions prevented producers from moving coca products from producing areas to markets, resulting in a sharp increase in the price of coca leaf for legal consumption. The disruption in the availability of coca leaf in legal consumer markets was likely reflected also in illicit markets.

**FIG. 11  Quantities of coca paste seized in the Plurinational State of Bolivia, 2020**

![Graph showing quantities of coca paste seized in the Plurinational State of Bolivia, 2020](image)

Source: Government of Bolivia (Plurinational State of) and UNODC.


104 UNODC field office assessment based on information on prices, seizures and key informant interviews.

105 Vaca, “Bolo caro: la hoja de coca escasea en Santa Cruz y aumenta más del doble el precio de la libra”. From March to May 2020, COVID-19-related mobility restrictions in the Plurinational State of Bolivia led to closures of roads, a reduction in air traffic, border closures and increased controls at border crossings. This arguably reduced the options for the concealment and transportation of cocaine by drug traffickers during that period, leading to a disruption in trade between manufacturers and early-stage traffickers. Once lockdown measures were eased, from June 2020 onwards, large-scale drug seizures on land, air and waterway routes were again reported in the country, as had been the case before the lockdown, suggesting that large-scale cocaine trafficking had

**MAP 5  Significant cocaine seizures in the Plurinational State of Bolivia, March 2020–April 2021**

![Map showing significant cocaine seizures in the Plurinational State of Bolivia, March 2020–April 2021](image)

Source: UNODC, Drugs Monitoring Platform.

Note: The figure is based on information from significant individual seizures, which constitutes an opportunistically determined subset of all relevant seizures. Grey areas in the maps denote countries excluded from the specific analysis or an absence of data points.

The boundaries and names shown and the designations used on this map do not imply official endorsement or acceptance by the United Nations.
of 2020. On the basis of preliminary data, the quantity of cocaine seized in Colombia in 2020 appears to have remained at the same level as in 2019,111 and there are no indications that law enforcement operations were affected by the COVID-19-related measures.

In addition, COVID-19 and the measures to contain it had wider implications for the coca economy in Colombia. For example, school closures throughout 2020 meant that children and youth were often unable to physically attend school, prompting an increased number of 14- to 17-year-olds to drop out and start to harvest and process coca leaves.112

Moreover, non-State armed groups increasingly took over State functions in the wake of the spread of COVID-19. Some groups imposed curfews or restricted access for people arriving from outside their respective regions and monitored compliance with quarantine measures for individuals. There was evidence of an increase in confrontations between armed groups for territorial control, for example in Putumayo Department and the Catatumbo region. On the other hand, some groups initiated strategic alliances to guarantee the continuity of drug trafficking.113

Less information is available on the cultivation and production of opium, but compared with the figures from 2019, the quantities of heroin seized decreased by 85 per cent in March and April 2020.114

**Peru**

In Peru, as in the other two countries where cocaine is manufactured, the COVID-19 pandemic affected the coca economy only at the beginning of the pandemic.115 There was a sharp decrease in the prices of coca leaf, coca paste and cocaine hydrochloride in April 2020, coinciding with the implementation of COVID-19-related mobility restrictions. As in Colombia, this was attributed to the difficulties faced by traffickers in accessing coca-producing areas.116

---
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---
Changes in the price of coca leaf in Peru suggest that the coca economy started to recover during the latter part of 2020 but had not reached pre-COVID-19 levels by the end of the year.117

**Manufacture of synthetic drugs**

**Americas**

In the Americas, reports from authorities in the United States in late 2020 pointed to an increase in the quantity of methamphetamine and fentanyl manufactured by transnational organized crime groups based in Mexico,118 some of which have enlisted scientists to manufacture their own precursor chemicals.119 According to United States sources, the ability of those groups to move large quantities of drugs has remained largely intact despite the pandemic,120 and the available data suggest that the total quantity of methamphetamine seized in the United States in 2020 was larger than in 2019.121

There have been reports of some disruptions in the manufacture of synthetic drugs, particularly fentanyl, due to shortages of precursor substances and other chemicals.122 However, media reports on several high-profile seizures123 of synthetic drugs in 2020 indicated that drugs continued to be illicitly manufactured and transported along trafficking corridors between Mexico and the United States. Moreover, reports from United States authorities in early 2021 pointed to a possible expansion of methamphetamine and fentanyl manufacture by transnational organized crime groups based in Mexico.124

**East and South-East Asia**

In countries in East and South-East Asia, the consolidation of methamphetamine manufacture in the lower Mekong region (Cambodia, Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Myanmar, Thailand and Viet Nam), in particular in Myanmar, continued in 2020, as indicated by reports of seizures and clandestine manufacturing in that subregion.

Large-scale illicit manufacturing of methamphetamine in both tablet and crystalline forms has continued in Myanmar, with no apparent disruptions during the COVID-19 crisis. Indeed, significantly larger quantities of methamphetamine were seized in 2020 than in 2019.125 The large number of drug seizures made in Myanmar and the lower Mekong countries in general during the pandemic has been primarily attributed to the continued availability of precursors and chemicals in that subregion.126

Possibly as a response to COVID-19-related mobility restrictions, organized crime groups appear to have expanded the area of methamphetamine manufacture to include Cambodia, where at least five clandestine synthetic drug laboratories were seized in 2020, whereas no synthetic drug manufacturing sites had been seized between 2015 and 2018.127 Methamphetamine manufacturing sites may
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118 United States, Department of Justice, Drug Enforcement Administration, 2020 National Drug Threat Assessment (March 2021).
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**FIG. 12** Quantities of methamphetamine seized in Myanmar, 2019 and 2020

Source: Myanmar, Central Committee for Drug Abuse Control.

Note: Tablets have been converted into kilogram equivalent by using an estimated weight of 90 mg per tablet.
The market for synthetic drugs in South-West Asia has grown in recent years. Continued large-scale seizures and increases in quantities seized in South-West Asia (Afghanistan, Iran, Islamic Republic of) and Pakistan in supply in the subregion in the Islamic Republic of Iran, large seizures made in 2020 of methamphetamine originating in Afghanistan also indicate that the COVID-19 pandemic has not disrupted the apparent increase in the illicit manufacture of methamphetamine in Afghanistan.

In Europe, synthetic drugs such as MDMA and methamphetamine are manufactured on a large scale in countries in Western and Central Europe. The manufacture of MDMA and methamphetamine continued in Belgium and the Netherlands throughout 2020, as evidenced by the number of illicit laboratories dismantled and dump sites established in Cambodia as the country is closer to the major consumer markets (e.g., Australia and Japan) than the sites in Myanmar.

Methamphetamine tablet prices in East and South-East Asia have remained largely stable despite the COVID-19 pandemic, while wholesale crystalline methamphetamine prices declined in several countries, including Cambodia, Malaysia, and Thailand. Supporting the argument that mobility restrictions have not seriously inhibited the availability of the drug, responses to threats in Cambodia, presented at the Global SMART Programme regional workshop held in November 2020.
reported. However, the pandemic may have had some impact during its initial stages. For example, in the Netherlands, the country where most of the illicit manufacture of synthetic drugs in Europe takes place, it was found that the limited number of legal transportation options and the active presence of law enforcement officers during the initial lockdown periods made it more difficult to dump chemical waste resulting from the illicit manufacture of synthetic drugs. The authorities in Belgium reported that the closure of borders made it more difficult for organized crime groups in the Netherlands to continue transnational drug trafficking between the two countries. The disruption, however, seems to have been only temporary. Traffickers have proved to be resilient and highly dynamic and, according to the police in the two countries, the large-scale manufacture of methamphetamine continued in 2020, as did global exports of the drug.

The decrease in global demand for MDMA may have only partially affected traffickers involved in the manufacture of synthetic drugs in Belgium and the Netherlands. A decrease of more than 20 per cent was observed in the wholesale price of MDMA in the Netherlands in the second quarter of the year, but large shipments did not stop in 2020. Manufacturers of synthetic drugs are versatile and can switch relatively easily between the manufacture of MDMA and methamphetamine. They can therefore adjust to changes in demand for those substances, again showing resilience to drops in demand such as those induced by the COVID-19-related measures.

The impact of the COVID-19 crisis on transnational drug trafficking varied by region and drug

Asia

South-West Asia

Drug trafficking in South-West Asia (Afghanistan and Iran (Islamic Republic of)) is dominated by opiates originating in Afghanistan, as well as methamphetamine and cannabis. Based on seizure data, COVID-19-related measures do not appear to have significantly impacted drug trafficking within South-West Asia.

In Afghanistan, limited lockdown measures were implemented at the beginning of the pandemic, with some border crossings, such as the Spin Boldak border crossing with Pakistan, being closed to passengers, but not to cargo and other cross-border trade in goods, the main method for trafficking opiates out of Afghanistan, albeit with lower capacity than previously. A number of unofficial border crossing points in Afghanistan, such as the ones at Bahram Chah (Helmand Province) and Sasobi (Nangarhar Province), were not subject to any restrictions during the pandemic. The closure of Kabul International Airport to passengers until the beginning of July 2020, however, may have impeded the use of air couriers for trafficking opiates to countries such as India.

Despite – or perhaps because of – restrictions and increased controls at its borders, the Islamic Republic of Iran seized almost 600 tons of different types of drugs in the first half of 2020, an increase of 36 per cent compared with the same period in the previous year. That increase suggests that drug trafficking across the country’s eastern border did not decline. The number of seizure operations conducted decreased by 16 per cent over the same period, suggesting that larger drug shipments were being detected than before the pandemic.

Over the course of 2020, the Islamic Republic of Iran seized 41 per cent more opiates than in the previous year, mostly in the form of opium (94 per cent); heroin seizures even increased by 79 per cent from 2019 to 2020. The increased level of interception in the Islamic Republic of Iran may have reduced the supply of opiates along the Balkan route, as also suggested by the decline in seizures in Turkey during the same period.
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Throughout the pandemic, large-scale seizures have continued in Pakistan and do not even appear to have declined during the initial lockdown. In fact, the quantity of heroin and illicit morphine seized during the first five months of 2020 was 27 per cent larger than the entire quantity intercepted in 2019. However, the number of seizure cases decreased by 65 per cent when comparing the same time periods, suggesting that drug trafficking organizations began to move larger shipments in 2020.

In late April, two large shipments (700 kg of heroin and 80 kg of opium) were intercepted in Pakistan at the border of Afghanistan on a container ship bound for Antwerp, Belgium. In October 2020, during another lockdown period, large amounts of various drugs were also seized across the country. One media source reported that drugs worth $79 million were seized in 16 operations during that month. Moreover, the quantity of methamphetamine seized in Pakistan in 2020 more than doubled compared with 2019.

South Asia

COVID-19-related restrictions do not seem to have affected the interception of heroin flows in South Asia. In India, the quantity of heroin seized during the first four months of 2020 (about 1 ton) was a third of the total quantity seized in the previous year, suggesting a level of supply or interdiction similar to that observed in 2019.152

In Bangladesh, police informed the media about an increase in the quantities seized and in arrests of drug trafficking suspects despite the lockdowns, the closure of borders and the fact that rates of other forms of crime had dropped.153

Sri Lanka also saw an increase in the quantity of heroin intercepted, largely in its territorial and international waters. In 2019, the country set a historical record for the quantity of heroin seized, which rose from 739 kg in 2018 to 1,742 kg, and the amounts seized in the first three months of 2020 already surpassed the total quantity seized in 2018.155
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Central Asia and Transcaucasia

COVID-19-related restrictions seem to have had different impacts in Central Asia and Transcaucasia. In Central Asia, the quantities of opiates seized decreased uniformly across countries in the first half of 2020 as compared with 2019, reportedly because of a change in trafficking flows. In Transcaucasia, by contrast, the quantities seized increased, possibly as a result of an increase in detection.

While a decrease of almost 40 per cent in the number of drug seizure cases was reported in Azerbaijan in the first half of 2020, there was an increase in the quantities of drugs seized compared with the same period in 2019; for example, the quantity of heroin seized in the country nearly doubled, from 746 kg in the first half of 2019 to 1,427 kg in the same period in 2020. This suggests that traffickers may be transporting an increasingly large volume of drugs in each shipment, but it has also been argued that the implementation of quarantine and restriction measures contributed to an increase in the detection of illicit drug shipments in the subregion. Indeed, large seizures of heroin in Azerbaijan at the border with the Islamic Republic of Iran during the first half of 2020 (e.g., 144 kg, 137 kg, 545 kg and 101 kg in June 2020), destined for markets in the European Union and Ukraine, suggest that there continued to be a high level of activity along that trafficking route, including along the branch through the Caucasus, despite the COVID-19-related measures.

In Central Asian countries, the impact of COVID-19-related restrictions seems to have been different. In Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Turkmenistan, quantities of opiates seized declined during the first half of 2020 compared with the same period in 2019; this development was attributed to a reduction in supply rather than in interdiction capacity. In Kazakhstan, owing to difficulties in obtaining controlled substances from abroad, drug trafficking groups have actively tried to organize the illicit manufacture of synthetic drugs within the country, especially in regions where demand is the strongest.

East and South-East Asia

The COVID-19 pandemic has had a mixed impact on drug trafficking in countries in East and South-East Asia, depending on their location, the presence of (large-scale) drug production and the type of substances consumed. In Thailand, for example, quantities of methamphetamine seized declined during the first half of 2020, possibly as a result of lockdown measures. In Myanmar, early reports indicated that opiate producers had difficulties in finding buyers for their products, while law enforcement activities continued uninterrupted, as one major drug seizure operation showed. A noticeable disruption in methamphetamine trafficking from South-East Asia to Australia, New Zealand and Japan was reported, but overall drug trafficking in the subregion was not disrupted and large-scale methamphetamine trafficking continued.

Drug traffickers adapted quickly by changing trafficking routes and concealment methods. As COVID-19-related restrictions on mobility began to be eased, between May and August 2020 there were at least 12 seizures of crystalline methamphetamine exceeding 1 ton in the Golden Triangle. Partial data for 2020 show that the quantity
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In Thailand, monthly seizure data for 2020 indicated a decline in the quantity of methamphetamine seized during the first half of the year, possibly as a result of mobility restrictions. Once restrictions were eased, however, seizures returned to and in some cases exceeded 2019 levels, showing that drug trafficking organizations were able to adapt to the circumstances.\textsuperscript{166} This also suggests that law enforcement authorities may have had less capacity to combat drug trafficking when the restrictions were imposed.\textsuperscript{167}

The “western maritime route” that connects methamphetamine manufacturers in Myanmar to destination markets across the region and beyond has also gained importance during the pandemic. Traffickers may be exploiting a perceived gap in law enforcement, as surveillance in that part of the region is limited. As for the methods employed, traffickers transfer drugs from ship to ship, then engage in barter trade and use pick-and-drop methods.\textsuperscript{168}

In Thailand, monthly seizure data for 2020 indicated a decline in the quantity of methamphetamine seized during the first half of the year, possibly as a result of mobility restrictions. Once restrictions were eased, however, seizures returned to and in some cases exceeded 2019 levels, showing that drug trafficking organizations were able to adapt to the circumstances.\textsuperscript{166} This also suggests that law enforcement authorities may have had less capacity to combat drug trafficking when the restrictions were imposed.\textsuperscript{167}

The “western maritime route” that connects methamphetamine manufacturers in Myanmar to destination markets across the region and beyond has also gained importance during the pandemic. Traffickers may be exploiting a perceived gap in law enforcement, as surveillance in that part of the region is limited. As for the methods employed, traffickers transfer drugs from ship to ship, then engage in barter trade and use pick-and-drop methods.\textsuperscript{168}
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\caption{Quantities of crystalline methamphetamine seized, Thailand, 2020}
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\caption{Seizures of methamphetamine by the customs authority, Japan, 2020}
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\textsuperscript{166} UNODC field office assessment based on the collection of qualitative and quantitative information.
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One possible change was an increase in the quantity of cocaine smuggled per shipment, with early assessments indicating that seizures of cocaine destined for Europe were larger than usual. The COVID-19 pandemic may have accelerated the trend towards increasingly large shipments of cocaine, cannabis resin and heroin being transported by sea, often in intermodal containers. Reports from late 2020 suggested that transnational criminal organizations based in Mexico were expanding their cocaine trafficking activities to Europe by transporting bulk shipments in private aircraft to small airports in Italy and then trans-shipping the drugs to other parts of the country.

As a consequence of the interruptions in air travel, drug traffickers who previously relied on air transport for trafficking drugs (in corpore, using body packs, or in luggage or by means of corrupt airline personnel) have been the most severely affected. However, the interruptions had a negligible impact on large-scale drug trafficking in Europe because private air travel normally accounts for only a limited share of the overall supply of drugs in the region.

In the European Union, seizures and intelligence data do not suggest a disruption to major drug trafficking activities that rely on methods other than commercial flights and other forms of public transport. In addition, the movement of bulk quantities of drugs across borders has continued, despite the introduction of border controls, as a result of the continuing commercial transportation of goods throughout the European Union. However, temporary shortages of drugs and increased prices have been observed in some countries.

With regard to heroin trafficking, the COVID-19-related restrictions do not appear to have significantly altered
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**Europe**

In Europe, which is an important consumer market for almost all types of drugs, countries imposed restrictions on mobility during the initial phase of the pandemic and thereafter. Reports on the impact of these restrictions on drug trafficking in Europe paint a mixed picture. Some countries, for example in the European Union, reported only few or no disruptions, while others saw a stronger, albeit mostly temporary, effect.

According to seizure data, cocaine trafficking using maritime shipping containers continued in 2020, possibly at an even higher level than in 2019. This suggests that there was little or no disruption in cocaine trafficking to Europe during the initial phase of the pandemic. Belgium reported a large seizure of cannabis resin at the port of Antwerp at the end of March 2020, suggesting that traffickers may have diverted cannabis resin during the pandemic and used maritime routes to avoid the “classic” Morocco-Spain-France-Belgium route.

Reports from late 2020 suggested that transnational criminal organizations based in Mexico were expanding their cocaine trafficking activities to Europe by transporting bulk shipments in private aircraft to small airports in Italy and then trans-shipping the drugs to other parts of the country.

As a consequence of the interruptions in air travel, drug traffickers who previously relied on air transport for trafficking drugs (in corpore, using body packs, or in luggage or by means of corrupt airline personnel) have been the most severely affected. However, the interruptions had a negligible impact on large-scale drug trafficking in Europe because private air travel normally accounts for only a limited share of the overall supply of drugs in the region.

In the European Union, seizures and intelligence data do not suggest a disruption to major drug trafficking activities that rely on methods other than commercial flights and other forms of public transport. In addition, the movement of bulk quantities of drugs across borders has continued, despite the introduction of border controls, as a result of the continuing commercial transportation of goods throughout the European Union. However, temporary shortages of drugs and increased prices have been observed in some countries.

With regard to heroin trafficking, the COVID-19-related restrictions do not appear to have significantly altered...
Reports from South-Eastern Europe\textsuperscript{178} an entry point for heroin destined for countries in Western and Central Europe, suggested an initial, temporary decrease in drug trafficking activities during the early stages of the pandemic. Later assessments,\textsuperscript{179} however, pointed to a normalization of the situation, with no major impact observed on drug trafficking activities.

In 2019, Turkey, which consistently seizes more heroin than any other European country, reported seizures of slightly more than 20 tons of heroin,\textsuperscript{180} a record level of interception. During the whole of 2020, Turkish authorities seized 13.2 tons of heroin,\textsuperscript{181} which represents a 35 per cent decrease compared with 2019. Of the total for 2020, 4.5 tons\textsuperscript{182} of heroin were seized in the first half of the year, while the remainder was seized in the second half.\textsuperscript{183}

The reasons for the overall decline in the quantities of heroin seized in Turkey in 2020 could be multifaceted, but the COVID-19 pandemic may be one of the influencing factors, in particular in the decline seen in the first half of 2020. The substantial increase in the quantity of heroin seized in the Islamic Republic of Iran may have disrupted or broken part of the supply chain and, together with the increased flow of heroin through the Caucasus, may have resulted in smaller quantities of heroin passing through Turkey. Irrespective of the quantity trafficked, traffickers may also have changed routes, as the Turkish National Police were quoted by the media as stating that the closure of land and air borders between the Islamic Republic of Iran and Turkey may have diverted drug trafficking to maritime routes.\textsuperscript{184}

The Russian Federation reported in broad terms that, in the first quarter of 2020, the number of drug-related offences investigated in the context of organized crime had increased by 22 per cent and the number of offences committed had risen by 23 per cent compared with the

\textsuperscript{177} See earlier discussion in the present booklet and UNODC, “COVID-19 and the drug supply chain: from production and trafficking to use”.

\textsuperscript{178} Report submitted by Albania, Bulgaria and Serbia in response to the UNODC global call for contributions on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.

\textsuperscript{179} UNODC Regional Programme Office for South-Eastern Europe.


\textsuperscript{181} Verified Twitter Account of Turkish Ministry of Interior. Available at https://twitter.com/TC_icisleri/status/1346490705959653376/photo/1.

\textsuperscript{182} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{183} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{184} Iran Press, “Iranian, Turkish anti-narcotics police chiefs stress bilateral cooperation”, 24 October 2020.
figures for the first quarter of 2019. The same trend was observed in the quantities of drugs seized, which almost doubled over the same time period. At the end of May 2020, the Russian Federation reported on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic that “overall, the drug situation in the Russian Federation has not undergone any significant changes”.\(^{185}\) By September 2020, the Russian Federation had reportedly experienced a reduction in the number of drug crimes and people detained for drug law offences as well as an increase in the number of drug crimes committed with the help of digital technology.\(^{186}\)

According to information collected from sites (both marketplaces and discussion forums)\(^{187}\) on the dark web and the open Internet, also known as the clear web, in Eastern Europe, COVID-19-related measures led to a halt in the trafficking of synthetic cathinones (in particular alpha-PVP) from the Russian Federation to Belarus and Kazakhstan and a complete disruption of the supply of synthetic cathinones (in particular mephedrone and alpha-PVP) from Central Asia to those countries. The supply of alpha-PVP from Ukraine to the Republic of Moldova and the supply of methadone from Ukraine to Belarus were also affected. After the removal of quarantine and self-isolation measures and the opening of borders, the sale of psychoactive substances in those countries began to rise and approach pre-crisis values. The speed at which online drug markets recovered and the extent of the disruption depended on the size of the market before the onset of the crisis.

**Americas**

**Latin America**

Drug trafficking in the Americas was affected during the first months of the pandemic because of a decrease in supply from countries where drugs are manufactured. Nevertheless, drug trafficking resumed shortly after mobility restrictions were eased, and sharp increases in the quantities of drugs seized indicated that traffickers were catching up on business and clearing their stockpiles after a break of several months.

\(185\) Response by the Russian Federation to the UNODC global call for contributions on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.

\(186\) CARICC, Information Bulletin, No. 217.

\(187\) UNODC Regional Programme Office for Eastern Europe; DrugStat, Исследования влияния COVID-19 на интернет-наркоторговлю в странах ВЕЦА, 2020.

\(188\) UNODC field office assessment based on the collection of qualitative and quantitative information; and UNODC, Response to the CRIMJUST annual meeting pre-assessment questionnaire, November 2020.

\(189\) Ibid.

\(190\) Brazil, Federal Highway Police.
supply of drugs in the second quarter. In Chile, quantities of cocaine hydrochloride and coca paste seized were 39 per cent lower between mid-March and mid-April compared with the same period in the previous year. Argentina reported a drastic reduction in drug seizures related to commercial flights and an increase in the use of mail services for small- and medium-scale illicit drug shipments. Brazil observed an overall increase in seizures made in its ports, which was attributed to an increase in controls. No major disruptions in cocaine trafficking were observed in Brazil. Throughout the pandemic, seizures continued at a large scale and cocaine prices remained stable, indicating that the supply chain was resilient to shocks, possibly owing to the existence of drug inventories.

Individual seizure data from Mexico pointed to a possible reduction in the quantities of cocaine seized in the country in the first half of 2020, followed by an uptick later in the year. This is arguably a consequence of disruptions in flows of cocaine northwards to markets in the United States and Canada.

In the Plurinational State of Bolivia, drug trafficking and criminal activities continued after the initial disruptions caused by the pandemic, as drug traffickers adapted to the changing conditions. Once the measures to contain
COVID-19 were eased, large-scale drug seizures resumed across all established land, air and waterway drug trafficking routes.

During the first quarter of 2020, before the introduction of restrictive measures, an upward trend was observed in quantities of drugs seized in the Plurinational State of Bolivia, but the situation soon changed once measures to contain COVID-19 were implemented. After June 2020, with the relaxation of the restrictions, quantities of drugs seized increased sharply, possibly indicating that traffickers were clearing their drug stockpiles. In terms of drug trafficking routes, the shift observed since 2019, towards using the 3,400 km of uninterrupted rivers that connect the country to the Atlantic Ocean through the Paraguay-Paraná waterway system, was consolidated in 2020.

In Colombia, an increase in cocaine trafficking by sea was noted during the initial lockdown, in particular by semi-submersibles, container cargo and speedboats to countries in Central America. Similarly, illegal flights using small aircraft also appear to have increased. In the second half of 2020, once some of the restrictions had been eased, a greater number of drug seizures was observed, indicating that the trafficking of cocaine was soon resumed. Some changes in trafficking routes were also observed; for example, to avoid increased controls, traffickers increasingly focused on Brazil as a platform for shipping cocaine to Europe, rather than on trafficking routes across the Pacific and the Caribbean.

Seizure data from Ecuador indicate that, despite a slowdown in trafficking right after the first lockdown, there has been an increase in drug trafficking and/or in the interdiction capacity of drug law enforcement agencies in 2020. In 2020, 128 tons of drugs were seized in Ecuador, some 61 per cent more than in 2019. The decrease in the quantities of drugs seized during the first months of the lockdown may be explained by a decrease in drug trafficking activities, by a reduction in the capacity of law enforcement due to the need to enforce restrictive measures and by a reprioritization of policy resources towards the public health emergency. In mid-May 2020, when the initial lockdown was coming to an end and the measures
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201 Government of Ecuador.
The interception of two containers containing tramadol in July and August 2020 revealed a different route – through Europe – for the smuggling of the substance from Asia to West and Central Africa, as the drugs seized originated in Pakistan and passed through Germany on the way to their final destination in Nigeria.\(^\text{205}\) Prior to the spread of COVID-19, the most observed transit route for tramadol to West and Central Africa was through Cotonou, Benin, with Nigeria as the final destination. In Niger, an increase in the use of waterways to traffic drugs was observed.\(^\text{206}\)

In May 2020, the Nigerian authorities seized the largest quantity of cannabis ever seized in Nigeria, worth over $3 million.\(^\text{207}\) The suspected provenance of the drugs was Ghana, and they had passed through other countries by maritime routes before being seized.

The trend towards larger shipments of cocaine, as seen in other regions, has also been observed in West and Central Africa, with the Gambian authorities making a record seizure of 3 tons of cocaine on a cargo ship from Ecuador in January 2021.\(^\text{208}\) On 21 March 2021, the French navy seized 6 tons of cocaine in international waters close to Côte d’Ivoire on a ship coming from Brazil.\(^\text{209}\)

Drug trafficking by air in West and Central Africa was only temporarily affected at the beginning of the pandemic. Seizures made at Nigerian airports after commercial flights resumed in September 2020 suggest that drug trafficking probably resumed to an even greater extent than before. Between September and December 2020, more than 1 ton of drugs were seized by the National Drug Law Enforcement Agency of Nigeria, in particular at the international airports in Lagos and Abuja.\(^\text{210}\)

East Africa

With its position on the “southern route” for smuggling opiates from Afghanistan, the coast of East Africa has gained in importance in the global illicit trade in heroin in recent years. Illicit drug flows, usually ultimately bound
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Seizures in the United Republic of Tanzania pointed to an increase in the quantities of drugs trafficked through the country during the pandemic. For example, in April, more heroin was intercepted in one single seizure (270 kg)\textsuperscript{212} than the average quantity of heroin seized in the country (200 kg) each year during the period 2010–2017.\textsuperscript{213}

Drug trafficking seemed to have continued in Mozambique after the first phase of the 2020 lockdown. Just after the country had decreased its alert level in September 2020,\textsuperscript{214} both national and foreign suspects who were reported to have been routinely smuggling heroin across the border between Mozambique and the United Republic of Tanzania were arrested in Dar es Salaam with 51 kg of heroin in their possession.\textsuperscript{215} One month later, in one of the largest drug seizures ever recorded in Mozambique, 158 kg of heroin and 185 kg of “crack” cocaine were seized there.\textsuperscript{216}

No significant heroin seizures have been reported by Kenya during the pandemic, although it is a transit country\textsuperscript{217} on a well-established drug trafficking route. One possible explanation for the small number of opiate seizures in 2020 is a reduction in drug trafficking as a result of an increase in government control and lockdown measures, including dusk-to-dawn curfews that may have disrupted supply routes and generally made it more difficult for traffickers to move drugs.\textsuperscript{218}

### Middle East and North Africa

In the Middle East and North Africa, under the initial lockdown measures imposed between March and June 2020, drug trafficking groups appear to have changed their modi operandi to adjust to a reduction in the number of commercial flights and ferry transports, as well as to an increase in border controls.\textsuperscript{219} From July 2020 onwards, lockdown measures of varying intensity were in place in different countries, leading to changes in seizure patterns. For example, seizures at airports were made much more frequently in countries such as Egypt and Tunisia, where air traffic recommenced in June 2020, than in countries where commercial flights were still operating at a reduced level.\textsuperscript{220}

Countries in North Africa have observed an increase in drug trafficking along maritime routes, indicating that the increasing trend towards using North Africa as a
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transit region for maritime drug trafficking has continued during the pandemic. In Morocco, for example, an increase in quantities of cannabis resin seized in 2020 compared with 2019 was observed, and most of it was seized in containers at the country’s main ports.\(^\text{221}\) In January 2021, two major shipments of cocaine destined for Morocco were seized in Colombia and Brazil, amounting to 1,539 kg and 460 kg, respectively.\(^\text{222}\) However, the increasing use of maritime trafficking routes should be interpreted in the context of the growing importance of those routes in North Africa over the past few decades, not only for cannabis, but also for cocaine.

There are also indications that drug trafficking activities on existing routes, such as the southern cannabis trafficking route, across the Sahel, may have been scaled up in places where national borders are more permeable.\(^\text{223}\)

An increase in seizures of synthetic drugs in North Africa has also been reported. In Egypt, for example, the quantities of “Voodoo” and “Strox”\(^\text{224}\) seized during the second half of 2020 were larger than in the past.\(^\text{225}\) Likewise, the Egyptian authorities reported an increase in the size of seizures of “captagon” and crystalline methamphetamine during the second half of the year, after the easing of mobility restrictions. For example, 11 million “captagon” tablets were seized in the port of Damietta in November, accounting for the largest quantity of amphetamine seized in the country in 2020.\(^\text{226}\)

Elsewhere in the region, in Israel and Jordan, drug traffickers adapted by increasing their use of new land routes and uncontrolled land border-crossing points to compensate for the halting of commercial flights in early 2020.\(^\text{227}\) In May 2020, Saudi Arabia reported a decrease in the trafficking of “captagon” and khat and an increase in the quantities of cannabis trafficked.\(^\text{228}\) In early 2021, large scale seizures of “captagon” in Saudi Arabia, for example of 11 million tablets hidden among wood pellets in January 2021 and of 5.4 million tablets hidden in a pomegranate shipment in April 2021, indicated that trafficking has resumed after the initial stages of the pandemic.\(^\text{229}\)

Trafficking in cannabis resin in the Middle East and North Africa may not have been disrupted by the closure of borders during the COVID-19 pandemic. Most of the cannabis resin smuggled to Europe goes through the north of Morocco to Spain,\(^\text{230}\) but it can also pass through ports in Algeria, Tunisia and Libya before being transported to South-Eastern Europe. During the pandemic, criminal networks may have opened new routes by using convoys of trucks through the south of Morocco.\(^\text{231}\)

Measures to contain the spread of COVID-19 do not seem to have had a great impact on trafficking in heroin in the Middle East and North Africa.\(^\text{232}\) It is still too early to draw any definitive conclusions, especially in view of the shortfalls in official data, but several small seizures and one large seizure of heroin were made in Egypt in 2020, suggesting that trafficking continued. Price data from Algeria, however, show an increase in prices per gram of heroin, pointing to local shortages of heroin in retail markets.\(^\text{233}\)

With regard to amphetamine-type stimulants, seizures reported during the COVID-19 pandemic show that trafficking through maritime shipments continued. Major seizures of “captagon” continued to be reported in 2020, for example, in Egypt.

\(^{221}\) UNODC field office assessment based on the collection of qualitative and quantitative information.

\(^{222}\) UNODC, Drugs Monitoring Platform.

\(^{223}\) UNODC field office assessment based on the collection of qualitative and quantitative information.

\(^{224}\) The exact nature of “Voodoo” and “Strox” is unknown, as no forensic data appear to be available to date. The substances appear to contain synthetic cannabinoids, as well as other substances, such as atropine, hyoscine or hyoscyamine.

\(^{225}\) Information provided to the UNODC Regional Office for the Middle East and North Africa.

\(^{226}\) UNODC, Drugs Monitoring Platform.

\(^{227}\) EMCDDA, “Impact of COVID-19 on drug markets, drug use, drug-related harms”.

\(^{228}\) Response to the UNODC global call for contributions on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.

\(^{229}\) UNODC, Drugs Monitoring Platform.


\(^{231}\) UNODC, Drugs Monitoring Platform.

\(^{232}\) UNODC field office assessment based on the collection of qualitative and quantitative information.

\(^{233}\) Information made available to the UNODC field office.
observed prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, with quantities seized increasing by 26 per cent in May 2020 compared with May 2019. But the overall sharp decline in seizures after May was probably the result of COVID-19-related restrictions on travel, as one of the main routes for trafficking drugs into the country is by air imports and air passenger streams, which rely on licit trade channels.

In Australia, wastewater analyses pointed to a marked reduction by August 2020 in the consumption of methamphetamine and fentanyl, while the consumption of other drugs, such as cocaine, cannabis and MDMA, increased or remained stable. This may indicate a reduction in methamphetamine trafficking, although the consumption of drugs also depends on many factors in addition to availability.

The most visible impact of the pandemic in the Middle East and North Africa has been on trafficking in “ecstasy”, which is mainly trafficked from Europe to local markets in North Africa by individuals using commercial flights or boats. Price data reported by Algeria point to a sharp increase in “ecstasy” prices in 2020, indicating a possible supply disruption. However, seizures made in Algeria and Tunisia in July 2020 suggest that trafficking in “ecstasy” resumed in mid-2020.

Oceania
In Oceania, New Zealand saw a significant decrease in the number of seizure cases and in the quantity of methamphetamine, in powder or crystalline form, seized in 2020, pointing to a supply disruption. Only 260 kg of the substance was seized from January to November 2020, compared with 1,826 kg seized during the same period in 2019, a decrease of more than 80 per cent. In the early stage of the pandemic, police seizures of methamphetamine in New Zealand increased compared with the levels observed prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, with quantities seized increasing by 26 per cent in May 2020 compared with May 2019. But the overall sharp decline in seizures after May was probably the result of COVID-19-related restrictions on travel, as one of the main routes for trafficking drugs into the country is by air imports and air passenger streams, which rely on licit trade channels.

In Australia, wastewater analyses pointed to a marked reduction by August 2020 in the consumption of methamphetamine and fentanyl, while the consumption of other drugs, such as cocaine, cannabis and MDMA, increased or remained stable. This may indicate a reduction in methamphetamine trafficking, although the consumption of drugs also depends on many factors in addition to availability.

234 Ibid.
235 UNODC field office assessment based on the collection of qualitative and quantitative information.
236 Ibid.
237 New Zealand, National Drug Intelligence Bureau, “Illicit drug assessment”.
238 Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission, University of Queensland and University of South Australia, National Wastewater Drug Monitoring Program, Report No. 12 (2021).
IMPACT ON DRUG DEMAND

Measures implemented to contain the spread of COVID-19 have had a negative impact on drug use and aggravated health risks for people who use drugs.

According to the evidence available to date, the lockdown measures implemented to contain the spread of COVID-19 and the subsequent unemployment, stress, physical distancing and related isolation and boredom, as well as changes in the availability of certain substances, have contributed to some measurable changes in drug use behaviour across the world, particularly during the first phase of the pandemic. The evidence remains too patchy to detect concrete changes in the global prevalence of drug use or the amounts of drugs consumed during the course of the pandemic, but surveys on drug use, mostly in Europe and North America, and qualitative studies in other regions, have provided insights into changes in drug use and drug use patterns.

The use of certain drugs has been more prone to change than that of others, and the different subpopulations of people who use drugs have been affected differently. This has depended on, among other things, the length and severity of lockdown measures, their impact on drug availability and the preferred manner of consuming certain drugs.

A few common trends seem to have emerged across different countries: an increase in the consumption of cannabis (although it is not clear whether it reflects the prevalence or the frequency of drug use, or both); the non-medical use of pharmaceutical drugs, such as tramadol, benzodiazepines or barbiturates; and a reduction in the use of drugs that are mainly consumed in social or recreational settings and contexts, such as cocaine or “party drugs” such as MDMA, mostly due to the widespread implementation of lockdown measures and closures in the night-time industry. For other people who use drugs, there does not seem to have been a substantial change in the patterns of use, although it is too early to draw definitive conclusions.

The shortages in the supply of some drugs observed in some countries during the initial lockdown periods, indicated by price increases and reduced availability, even if short-lived, led to some shifts and adaptations in drug use patterns. Some people simply reduced their consumption, while others resorted to substitutes that, especially


247 UNODC conducted qualitative assessments in several regions and collected responses from Member States in an open call for contributions.
248 UNODC, Regional Office for Central Asia, “Brief overview of COVID-19 impact on drug use situation as well as on the operations of the drug treatment services and harm reduction programmes in Central Asia” (Tashkent, 2020).
Drug use and consumption

Changes and trends in drug use can be described by means of different metrics.\textsuperscript{a} The extent of drug use in a population is usually measured in terms of the number of people who used a certain drug in a certain period of time (e.g., the lifetime, annual or monthly prevalence of drug use), while drug consumption is measured in terms of the overall amount of drugs consumed in a certain time period.

The possible changes associated with the COVID-19 pandemic can be considered from different perspectives: in terms of the prevalence of use or the number of people who use drugs (drug use), the amount of drugs consumed (drug consumption) or the frequency of drug use. Possible effects related to the pandemic could lead to more or fewer people using drugs and/or induce people who already use drugs to change their drug consumption patterns by increasing or reducing the amounts of drugs they consume or the number of times they consume them.

Most of the evidence available on the impact of the COVID-19 crisis on drug use is based on rapid assessments or web surveys among people who use drugs or the general population. Typically, these instruments have not allowed for in-depth assessment of patterns of frequency, consumption or prevalence of use. They have broadly assessed changes in general drug use without focusing on specific information on patterns or extrapolating the findings to the general population. Frequently, participants in these studies were recruited opportunistically, for example, through the Internet, therefore reducing the representativeness of the surveys, as certain groups of people who use drugs may have been less likely to be included.

In the present booklet, the term “drug use” is used with a broad meaning, often reflecting the language used by the authors of the studies cited, and it is acknowledged that the term may encompass different dynamics related to drug use, consumption and frequency.

\textsuperscript{a} See the online methodological annex to the present report.

... in the case of heroin, are more harmful or conducive to even more harmful patterns of use, including the use of heroin laced with fentanyl or other substances, or the initiation of injecting drug use.

In certain circumstances, the health risks for people who use drugs have been aggravated during the pandemic. In North America, for example, the already high prevalence of drug-related overdose deaths has increased further\textsuperscript{251,252} and reports from some African countries have pointed to an increase in non-fatal overdoses during lockdown periods\textsuperscript{253}, a result of people who were relying on treatment switching to other substances when treatment became less available. At the same time, there is evidence that some people who use drugs have adjusted their behaviour to reduce the risk of contracting COVID-19, for example, by reducing the sharing of drug paraphernalia\textsuperscript{254} or by modifying their drug purchasing behaviour in ways that have reduced social contacts\textsuperscript{255}.

The COVID-19 pandemic has led to some changes in drug use patterns

A global survey of addiction medicine professionals from 77 countries\textsuperscript{256} in all regions, carried out in April and May 2020, revealed that there had been some perceived changes in overall drug use during the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic, but that the changes had not been

\textsuperscript{252} United States Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Media release.
\textsuperscript{253} UNODC field office assessment based on the collection of qualitative and quantitative information in West and Central Africa.
\textsuperscript{254} UNODC, Regional Office for Central Asia, “Brief overview of COVID-19 impact on drug use situation as well as on the operations of the drug treatment services and harm reduction programmes in Central Asia”.
\textsuperscript{255} Global Drug Survey, “GDS COVID-19 special edition”.
\textsuperscript{256} Each of the 77 countries was represented by 1 to 13 addiction medicine professionals who participated in the survey. See Farhoudian and others, “A global survey on changes in the supply, price and use of illicit drugs and alcohol”.
FIG. 24  Trends in drug use during the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic, as reported by national addiction medicine professionals, by substance, April–May 2020


Note: Data are based on the responses of experts from 77 countries in all regions. Respondents were asked to report changes in the use of alcohol, amphetamines, cannabis, cocaine, opiates, pharmaceutical opioids and sedative-hypnotics in the countries, with the following options for responses: “increased”; “decreased”; “no change”; “I do not know”; and “the number of users is very low/none”. Country data trends were calculated by taking the averages of the responses of all respondents in each country. The category “No answer” reflects responses in which respondents indicated a lack of information or a reluctance to respond to the question.

FIG. 25  Global trends in the frequency of drug use among people who reported having used drugs recently, compared with the period prior to the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, May–June 2020


Note: Data are based on a survey of 55,000 respondents who had used alcohol or drugs recently and had access to the Internet. Drug types were not shown if the global sample size was less than 500.
homogeneous across countries or substances. For example, increases in the use of alcohol and the non-medical use of sedatives (benzodiazepines and barbiturates) and pharmaceutical opioids were reported by experts in the majority of the countries surveyed. An increase in cannabis use was also quite pronounced, but the trends in other substances reported by addiction medicine professionals were more heterogeneous.

A global online survey conducted in May and June 2020 among a self-selected sample of 55,000 people from more than 50 countries (mostly developed countries in Western and Central Europe, the Americas and Oceania) who had recently used alcohol and/or drugs mirrored some of these trends. The survey revealed an increase in the frequency of use of cannabis and benzodiazepines and a decrease in the frequency of use of MDMA and cocaine; the pattern for other drugs was less clear. It should be noted, however, that the frequency of use among many of the respondents, between 39 and 59 per cent of them, depending on the substance, did not change, compared with the period prior to the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic.257

Despite different patterns of change in drug across regions and subregions, an increase in the use of cannabis and the non-medical use of some pharmaceutical drugs has been observed in all regions

Emerging evidence suggests that drug use patterns have shifted as a result of short-term changes in drug markets brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic:258 as the availability of certain drugs has increased or decreased, people who use drugs switched between substances. For example, in some regions, there have been reports of increased use of fentanyl and other alternatives to heroin among people who are opioid dependent;259, 260, 261 the increased use of fentanyl may be attributable either to increased demand for fentanyl-laced heroin, increased consumption of fentanyl in reaction to a reduced supply of heroin, or sellers increasingly adding fentanyl to heroin in response to reduced purities.

Africa

Qualitative assessments undertaken in Africa suggest that the situation in the region mirrors global trends, with increases in the use of cannabis and of illicitly manufactured home-made substances to compensate for reductions in the availability of other drugs.262 Experts interviewed in Senegal assessed that overall treatment demand for heroin use has decreased, while overall treatment demand for cannabis, alcohol, benzodiazepine and cocaine/"crack" use has increased.263, 264

A similar pattern was observed in Benin and Nigeria, where the closure of borders and the restriction of maritime and air traffic reportedly led to decreases in the availability of cocaine and heroin, which may have led to a decrease in the use of those drugs. People who use drugs reportedly used cannabis, alcohol and tobacco as substitutes, as those substances were more accessible and more affordable. Reports from the Gambia indicated the increased consumption of diazepam tablets in reaction to reductions in the availability of other drugs.265

Americas

In the Americas, a study in the United States among a population diagnosed with, or at risk of, substance use disorders found, on the basis of urine samples, that the frequency of use of cocaine, fentanyl, heroin and methamphetamine had increased in the four months following the outbreak of COVID-19, compared with the four months preceding it.266 Racial and ethnic disparities with regard to drug use also seem to have been widened in the United States during the pandemic, according to another study, carried out in April and May 2020. The study found that more Hispanic people (37 per cent) than

259 EMCDDA, “Impact of COVID-19 on patterns of drug use and drug-related harms in Europe”.
262 Qualitative assessment provided to UNODC by the African Union.
263 Information provided to UNODC by the Government of Senegal.
264 UNODC field office assessment based on the collection of qualitative and quantitative information in West and Central Africa.
265 Ibid.
266 The study was based on 150,000 urine samples from across the United States (Jacob J. Wainwright and others, “Analysis of drug test results before and after the US declaration of a national emergency concerning the COVID-19 outbreak”, JAMA, vol. 324, No. 16 (October 2020), pp. 1674–1677.)
other population groups (14–19 per cent) had initiated or increased drug or alcohol use as a response to the COVID-19 crisis.267

An online retrospective study among opportunistically sampled electronic dance music partygoers in New York found that, in April and May 2020, the frequency of cocaine use had decreased among 79 per cent of the study participants, MDMA use had decreased among 71 per cent and LSD use among 68 per cent. However, some participants reported an increase in the frequency of their use of cocaine (7 per cent), “ecstasy” (8 per cent), or LSD (12 per cent), and 35 per cent reported an increased frequency of cannabis use. Most of the study participants reporting cocaine use (67 per cent) had reduced the amount they used.

In Canada, in a countrywide survey conducted in March and April 2020 that used a stratified, multi-stage design involving probability sampling, the vast majority of the survey participants had not changed their weekly consumption of cannabis, alcohol and tobacco, while a small minority had increased their consumption of those substances. Participants who rated their mental health as “fair” or “poor” were more likely to report an increase in their consumption of the substances.269 In January 2021,

267 Based on 30-day prevalence estimates of substance use increase or initiation, defined as affirmative response to the question: “Have you started or increased using substances to help you cope with stress or emotions during the COVID-19 pandemic? Substance use includes alcohol, legal or illegal drugs, or prescriptions drugs that are taken in a way not recommended by your doctor.” (Lela R. McKnight-Eily and others, “Racial and ethnic disparities in the prevalence of stress and worry, mental health conditions, and increased substance use among adults during the COVID-19 pandemic: United States, April and May 2020”, Morbidity and Mortality Weekly Report, vol. 70, No. 5 (February 2021), pp. 162–166.


269 Participants were probabilistically selected from a sampling frame of respondents aged 15 and older from all 10 provinces in Canada. Changes in substance use were based on the question: “Have your weekly habits changed in any of the following activities?: consuming cannabis; consuming alcohol; and using tobacco products?: The response categories included “increased”, “decreased” and “no change”. (Michelle Roterman, “Canadians who report lower self-perceived mental health during the COVID-19 pandemic more likely to report increased use of cannabis, alcohol and tobacco”, Statistics Canada, 7 May 2020).
34 per cent of Canadians who reported having previously consumed cannabis said that their consumption had increased since the pre-pandemic period, while 12 per cent reported that it had decreased. However, this trend was ongoing before the onset of the pandemic, which may have simply accelerated it.

Findings relating to the Brazilian respondents in the online global survey conducted in May and June 2020 of people who had recently used alcohol or drugs suggested a decrease in use across all substances, compared with the period prior to the onset of COVID-19, the main exceptions being the non-medical use of benzodiazepines and pharmaceutical opioids.

A general reduction in the use of most substances other than cannabis in Mexico during 2020 was also reported by experts. Evidence from a cross-sectional, non-probabilistic analytical study conducted in a few states in Mexico using a non-representative survey sample of cannabis users suggests that cannabis was largely used as a coping mechanism against social isolation, and that its use increased particularly among those living alone or with friends.

In Colombia, in a Government-led, online study among 18,779 people, conducted between June and December 2020, 8.2 per cent of the study participants reported having used tobacco or cigarettes in the three months prior to the survey; 51 per cent had consumed alcohol and 1.2 per cent had used illicit drugs: mainly sedatives, cannabis and cocaine. The analysis showed that higher levels of resilience correlated with lesser substance use, particularly of tobacco, alcohol, cannabis and sedatives. Likewise, a direct link was found between the risks of anxiety and depression and the use of any substance.

Asia

Data from East and South-East Asia have indicated that drug use levels and patterns have not substantially changed during the pandemic. Methamphetamine has remained the primary drug of concern in all countries in the subregion. According to data and trend information from China, the Republic of Korea and Thailand, it was only during the initial stage of the pandemic that the related mobility restrictions and lockdowns resulted in a decrease in the number of users and offenders due to drug shortages. Once pandemic control measures were

---


274 As per the Connor-Davidson Resilience Scale (CD-RISC 10).

275 Colombia, Ministry of Health and Social Protection, “Relationship between mental health risks and the level of resilience in the Colombian adult population, during the COVID-19 pandemic”, Research brief (forthcoming).

276 UNODC field office assessment based on the collection of qualitative and quantitative information in South-East Asia and the Pacific.
significantly, specifically in the case of drugs that are most commonly used in nightlife settings. After the closure of all its borders in March 2020, Brunei Darussalam reported sharp increases in the prices of cannabis and methamphetamine per gram, pointing to a reduced supply of those drugs. In Central Asia, the ongoing increase in the demand for synthetic drugs accelerated during the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic as a result of the reduced availability caused by impediments to the trafficking of cannabis and opiates. In Kazakhstan, the ongoing decrease in the availability of opiates and cannabis may have accelerated an increase in the demand for synthetic drugs such as amphetamines and synthetic cannabinoids. Moreover, people dependent on opiates have become more likely to use “home-made” opiates such as poppy seed extracts, a pattern of use that had already been observed prior to the pandemic. In Kyrgyzstan and Tajikistan, experts noted an overall decrease in drug use during the early stages of the pandemic. Some users shifted their use from one drug to another, for example, increasing their use of synthetic cannabinoids, pharmaceuticals or alcohol. Meanwhile, according to expert interviews, heroin users reportedly joined methadone maintenance therapy programmes at an increasing rate. In Uzbekistan, PWID were reported to have injected solutions containing a mixture of a variety of tablets, and injecting use of heroin and desomorphine were also reported.

Europe

In Europe, the picture that emerges from the multitude of studies conducted is not conclusive but points to some reductions in drug consumption, or in some forms of drug use, during the first three months of the pandemic, in 2020. The reductions were more pronounced in certain subpopulations and for particular substances, such as MDMA or cocaine, with national variations also observed.

279 UNODC, “COVID-19 and the drug supply chain: from production and trafficking to use”.
280 Response submitted by Brunei Darussalam in response to the UNODC global call for contributions on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
281 UNODC Regional Office for Central Asia, “Brief overview of COVID-19 impact on drug use situation as well as on the operations of the drug treatment services and harm reduction programmes in Central Asia”.
282 Ibid.
283 EMCDDA, “Impact of COVID-19 on patterns of drug use and drug-related harms in Europe”.

According to reports from China relating to the initial lockdown periods, the isolation measures implemented to prevent the spread of the virus inhibited domestic drug trafficking and caused the retail market to shrink relaxed, the use of methamphetamines quickly returned to levels similar to or higher than those in 2019.

In the Republic of Korea, monthly drug-related arrests, mostly related to the use or possession of drugs for personal use, decreased in April and May 2020, compared with the corresponding months in 2019, but increased again from June 2020. Overall, about 13 per cent more people were arrested for drug-related offences in 2020 than in 2019. Data from Thailand indicate that both consumption and possession of drugs by drug offenders decreased sharply in February 2020, when lockdown measures were first introduced, but subsequently returned to their pre-pandemic levels. From the information available, it is not possible to assess whether the decrease in arrests was due to a reduction in the policing of people who use drugs or a decrease in the number of users.

According to reports from China relating to the initial lockdown periods, the isolation measures implemented to prevent the spread of the virus inhibited domestic drug trafficking and caused the retail market to shrink.
The implementation of lockdown measures and the subsequent reduction in opportunities to use drugs in social settings, as well as temporary disruptions to the availability of certain substances, are possible reasons for the decrease.

After an initial decrease in the use of MDMA and cocaine during the initial lockdown in European Union countries, when about 20 per cent of users of MDMA or cocaine reported having ceased using one of those two drugs in that period, there were signs of recovery during the summer months of 2020, for example, as shown by wastewater analyses conducted. A worrying development identified by experts in Belgium, France, Ireland, Portugal and Spain in early 2021 was that the use and/or availability of “crack” cocaine appeared to have increased in 2020, and there were also some reports of heroin, “crack” cocaine and benzodiazepines being sold in smaller and cheaper units than previously, which may be an indication of sellers adapting to the reduced financial means of people who use drugs during the pandemic.

Responses to a survey conducted by EMCDDA suggest that there was a perception among people who use drugs that the use of benzodiazepines had increased, especially during the second half of 2020. According to national experts, increases were observed among marginalized groups and people with established and long-term substance use disorders.

Data from a web survey on drugs in European Union countries indicated that, among respondents, cannabis use patterns had remained relatively stable during the first lockdown period, with nearly half (42 per cent) of the participating cannabis users reporting no change in their cannabis use, compared with the pre-lockdown period. Expert opinions indicated that cannabis use appeared to be stable in the second half of 2020, although with some signs of possible increases in the amounts used by more frequent users. Data from wastewater analyses also did not show any notable changes in cannabis use when comparing data for 2019 and 2020. However, a number of concerns were raised by key informants about reports of cannabis being adulterated with synthetic cannabinoids, for example, in Austria, France, Germany and the Netherlands.

There was some variation at the country level during the initial lockdown period. A web-based survey of 3,632 non-randomly selected people in Belgium, for example, found a slight increase in the use of alcohol and cigarettes but not of cannabis. Similarly, a web survey of 5,021 students in Germany found unchanged use of tobacco and cannabis, and an overall decrease in binge drinking, with 24 per cent reporting a decrease and 5 per cent reporting an increase.

On the other hand, among an opportunistic sample of 1,563 people who used cannabis in the Netherlands during the initial lockdown period, 49 per cent reported no change in use patterns, while 41 per cent reported increased use and one third reported having initiated daily use. In France, almost one third of the people who used cannabis reported an increase in such use during the initial lockdown period.

Localized shortages of heroin were also reported in some European Union countries in the early stages of the pandemic and may have contributed to a decrease in the use of the drug in some countries. This resulted in an increase in demand for opioid maintenance therapy and an increase in the use of replacement substances among opioid users in countries such as Czechia, France, Germany, Ireland and Italy. These patterns may be linked to shortages in the availability of heroin, as well as fewer possibilities to purchase heroin because of income loss. Indeed, a reduction in heroin use among high-risk opioid users was reported in Czechia, Germany, Ireland, the Netherlands, Portugal and Slovakia. Conversely, pres-
Wastewater analysis confirms decreases in the consumption of certain drugs in Europe in 2020

The analysis of communal wastewater for the presence of drugs and their metabolites provides insights into the quantities of drugs consumed in a community. Over the period 2011–2020, analysis of wastewater to determine the extent of drug consumption took place in 147 cities across 31 countries in Western and Central and South-Eastern Europe; in 2020, 88 cities in 22 European countries were covered.a, b

Wastewater analysis shows a marked decrease in MDMA, cocaine and methamphetamine consumption in 2020

The available data suggest a general decrease in, or stabilization of, drug consumption in Europe in 2020, after the overall increase observed between 2011 and 2019.a A long-term trend analysis at the population level shows a clear end in 2020 to the long-term increasing trend in the consumption of various drugs. Consumption of cocaine and amphetamine remained at the same or slightly increased levels when compared to 2019, whereas MDMA and methamphetamine consumption showed a pronounced decrease in 2020 compared with previous years.

The direct comparison of cities with wastewater data available for both 2019 and 2020 yields a more precise picture of the impact of COVID-19 than the broad trend at the population level. It confirms reports by experts and anecdotal information of a pronounced decrease in cocaine, methamphetamine and MDMA consumption. There was, however, a certain degree of heterogeneity across cities, with a decrease observed in the quantity of MDMA-related metabolites in wastewater in 34 European cities in 2020, while an increase was observed in 21 cities. Similarly, 38 European cities reported a decrease in 2020 in the consumption of methamphetamine, while 18 cities reported an increase. The heterogeneity in the quantities of amphetamine found in wastewater in 2020 was less striking, with almost the same number of cities reporting a decrease (28) and an increase (24). The situation was even more balanced in the case of cocaine, with the same number of cities (28) reporting a decrease and an increase in 2020; this represents a different pattern from 2019, when 37 cities reported an increase in cocaine consumption and only 15 cities a decrease.

Trends in drug consumption in 147 European cities, 2011–2020

Source: UNODC calculations based on wastewater data from the Sewage Analysis CORe group Europe.

Note: Average quantity of amphetamine/methamphetamine found in wastewater in 147 cities in 30 countries weighted by the population of the sites: missing data were imputed with an assumption of a gradual increase/decrease in years in which no analysis took place in a city, or latest available data were used. For amphetamine, statistical outliers that are in all likelihood related to the dumping of waste from local amphetamine manufacture have been excluded from the data analysis.
sure on services that remained open and were able to provide opioid maintenance therapy increased.\textsuperscript{296}

Throughout 2020, no clear changes in the use of amphetamines were observable in the European Union, given the heterogeneity of use patterns. Nevertheless, wastewater analysis found an increase from 2019 to 2020 in amphetamine loads in more than half of the 43 participating European cities.\textsuperscript{297}

In a number of countries in Eastern Europe and Transcaucasia (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Georgia, the Republic of Moldova and Ukraine), cannabis use appears to have been the type of drug use least affected in the early stages of the pandemic, although different patterns have been noted between occasional and frequent users of cannabis: those who, prior to the pandemic, had used cannabis less often, in a more recreational way, may have reduced their use of the substance, while frequent users may have increased their use during the early stages of the pandemic. The availability of most imported drugs, such as heroin, MDMA, amphetamines and cocaine, by contrast, seems to have decreased, which may have led to a reduction in their use.\textsuperscript{298}

\textsuperscript{296} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{297} EMCDDA, Impact of COVID-19 on Drug Markets, Use, Harms and Drug Services in the Community and Prisons.
\textsuperscript{298} EMCDDA, “Impact of COVID-19 on drug markets, drug use, drug-related harms and responses in east European Neighbourhood Policy countries”.
In the western Balkans, the changes observed in substance use were characterized by increased consumption of alcohol and pharmaceutical drugs, either alone, together or in combination with other drugs. In Montenegro, as well as in Kosovo, new treatment demands related to alcohol use problems were found among both current users of drugs and those who had stopped using drugs. An increase in the simultaneous use of multiple drugs among clients was reported specifically by practitioners in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Montenegro and North Macedonia, as well as Kosovo.²⁹⁹

In the Russian Federation and Belarus,³⁰⁰ a non-representative survey among university students found that people who used drugs monthly had increased their use during the early stages of the pandemic. Among the respondents, 36 per cent reported having increased their use of tobacco, 30 per cent had increased their use of alcohol, 27 per cent had increased their use of cannabis, 17 per cent had increased their use of Ritalin (methylphenidate) or similar substances, 18 per cent had increased their use of pain relievers and 24 per cent had increased their use of sedatives.

Oceania

In Oceania, a longitudinal study using a convenience sample of people who use drugs in Australia found a decrease in the use of cocaine, MDMA, methamphetamine and ketamine. Cannabis and alcohol continued to be the substances with the greatest proportion of people reporting increased use, compared with the period prior to the introduction of COVID-19 restrictions.³⁰¹ The non-medical use of pharmaceutical opioids, GHB, benzodiazepines and LSD remained unchanged. In studies among PWID conducted in Australia between June and September 2020, nearly half (48 per cent) of the PWID interviewed reported a decrease in their use of methamphetamine from March 2020, with 57 per cent of those citing decreased availability as the primary reason for the decrease in use. Smaller proportions of interviewees reported having increased their use of alcohol (27 per cent) and cannabis (25 per cent).³⁰²

Wastewater analysis in Australia³⁰³ showed that, in 2020, all 13 substances monitored, including methamphetamine, cocaine, heroin and cannabis, continued to be consumed, with methamphetamine accounting for the highest levels of consumption, in terms of daily doses. However, after the start of the pandemic, consumption of methamphetamine decreased sharply in every capital city in the country. The effects of the COVID-19-related restrictions were less apparent in regional Australia, with methamphetamine use actually increasing in some areas. Decreases were also observed in the use of other drugs, such as MDMA, heroin, fentanyl and oxycodone. Cocaine consumption, on the other hand, rebounded quickly after the initial lockdown in April 2020 and reached a historical high in some parts of the country later in the year.

In New Zealand, wastewater analysis conducted during the second quarter of 2020 and thus covering the immediate national restrictions implemented in response to the COVID-19 pandemic,³⁰⁴ confirmed reports of drug supply disruptions.³⁰⁵ In particular, methamphetamine consumption decreased significantly throughout the second quarter of 2020, reaching its lowest weekly average consumption since national testing began in 2018, while there were also decreases in consumption of MDMA and cocaine, albeit to a lesser extent.³⁰⁶

---

³⁰¹ Rachel Sutherland and others, “Key findings from the Australians’ drug use: Adapting to the Pandemic Threats (ADAPT) study Wave 3", Bulletin No. 3 (Sydney, National Drug and Alcohol Research Centre, University of New South Wales, 2021).
³⁰² Amy Peacock and others, Australian Drug Trends 2020: Key Findings from the National Illicit Drug Reporting System (IDRS) Interviews, (Sydney, National Drug and Alcohol Research Centre, University of New South Wales, 2021).
³⁰³ Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission, University of Queensland and University of South Australia, National Wastewater Drug Monitoring Programme: Report No. 11 (October 2020).
³⁰⁵ See the section on the impact of COVID-19 on the drug supply.
³⁰⁶ New Zealand Police, “National wastewater testing programme: quarter 2, 2020”.
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an important driver of trends in drug use. Moreover, changes in disposable income – either increases due to less expenditure on things such as social activities, or decreases due to, for example, job loss – also affected drug use, as did the availability of drugs, changes in mental health and in the time available for drug use (resulting from, for example, more time being spent at home, less time being spent in social settings, unemployment, or telecommuting arrangements).

The main drivers of increased drug use to have emerged include having more free time and more disposable income, boredom and anxiety, while the drivers of decreased drug use include having fewer occasions to use drugs socially and the reduced availability of drugs.

The reasons for changes in drug use patterns during the pandemic were highlighted in the global online survey conducted in May and June 2020 of people who had...
recently used drugs,\textsuperscript{307} in which survey participants gave a number of reasons for decreased or increased frequency of cannabis use and MDMA and cocaine use.

A web-based survey in the European Union among people who use drugs highlighted similar drivers behind changes in drug use during the pandemic\textsuperscript{308} and provided another reason for increased drug use: the stockpiling of drugs (in anticipation of lockdown or curfew measures). Reasons cited for decreased drug use were fewer opportunities to use drugs, reduced availability of drugs for purchase and reduced opportunities to collect drugs, followed by less disposable income to buy drugs, difficult living arrangements, possible health consequences and the desire to save money.

Similarly, a study in Canada\textsuperscript{309} found that boredom, stress and loneliness had contributed to an increase in cannabis use during the early stages of the pandemic, as had convenience (for example, resulting from a lack of a regular schedule or spending more time at home) and ease of access to cannabis (for example, resulting from an increase in online shops, deliveries and curbside pickup possibilities).

In Uzbekistan,\textsuperscript{310} where a survey of key informants showed that COVID-19-related measures had led to an overall decrease in, and changes in, the use of substances by people who use drugs, the reported drivers of those changes were difficulties in purchasing substances, fewer opportunities to consume drugs due to the presence of family members during quarantine periods, less disposable income, a reduction in the supply of opiates, increasing prices and the lower quality of available drugs.

Shortages in the availability of drugs in some countries determined changes in drug use patterns during the initial stages of the pandemic

Some changes in drug use patterns were triggered by short-term shortages of certain drugs that occurred...
across regions at the beginning of the pandemic, for example, in the Islamic Republic of Iran, some European countries, including Bulgaria, France, Norway and Spain, and the United States. Initial disruptions to the supply of methamphetamine were also reported in Australia, Japan and New Zealand.

Shortages of drugs were also reported by people who use drugs and by addiction professionals. Among the people who use drugs participating in the global online survey in May and June 2020, 56 per cent reported that they had experienced a decrease in the availability of drugs in their country, 36 per cent reported that illicit drug prices had increased, 24 per cent reported that the range of drugs had decreased and 15 per cent reported that the drug purity had decreased.

Another global survey among addiction professionals showed that in a considerable percentage of the countries surveyed, there was a perception that the supply of opiates, amphetamines, cannabis and cocaine had decreased during the initial stages of the pandemic.

### The COVID-19 pandemic has aggravated health consequences and drug use-related harms

During the COVID-19 crisis there have been signs that the health harms caused by drug use have increased, taking different forms across countries, including marked increases in mortality in countries heavily affected by the opioid crisis, greater exposure of PWID to the risk of harm, increased mental health problems such as anxiety and depression, and increased difficulties faced by people living with HIV and drug use disorders.

The harms caused by drug use may have increased as a direct consequence of COVID-19-related measures, including measures that have led to reduced access to services or drug use equipment, an increase in risky behaviour such as injecting alone, or reduced access to support networks and safer spaces in which to use drugs (for example, supervised consumption and treatment service settings).

---
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be at higher risk with regard to COVID-19 itself, as people who use drugs in general and people who access services for drug use may be at higher risk of experiencing respiratory complications and suffering from severe pulmonary effects after a COVID-19 infection.\textsuperscript{319}

The patchy data available point to an aggravated health situation among people who use drugs in many countries. However, a full assessment of the consequences of COVID-19 for people who use drugs and people with drug use disorders will be possible only when more data become available.

**Increases in drug-related deaths were reported in some countries during the COVID-19 pandemic**

The increase in mortality observed after the onset of the pandemic was particularly evident in the United States and Canada, where the already high level of overdose deaths was accelerated,\textsuperscript{320} with sharp increases recorded shortly after the onset of the pandemic. In the United States, opioid overdose deaths increased by 38 per cent between June 2019 and May 2020, compared with the same period in the year before, while overdose deaths involving cocaine, many of which also involved opioids, increased by 26 per cent.\textsuperscript{321} In Philadelphia, COVID-19 has been associated with increases in opioid overdoses among non-Hispanic black individuals but with decreases among non-Hispanic white individuals. COVID-19 has also been linked with exacerbating pre-existing stressors, social isolation and economic deprivation disproportionately in black communities, possibly contributing to increased substance use.\textsuperscript{322}

In Canada, the 1,638 opioid-related overdose deaths that occurred in the quarter April to June 2020 represented the highest quarterly count since national surveillance began in 2016,\textsuperscript{323} and represented a 62 per cent increase compared with the previous quarter, January to March 2020, and a 58 per cent increase compared with the quarter April to June 2019. A city-level study identified an increasing occurrence of opioid-related deaths in isolated settings, attributed to pandemic-related measures that promoted physical distancing, which may have inadvertently reduced access to safer spaces in which to use drugs (for example, supervised consumption and treatment service settings) and access to support networks.\textsuperscript{324}

\textsuperscript{321} United States, Department of Health and Human Services, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, “Increase in fatal drug overdoses across the United States driven by synthetic opioids before and during the COVID-19 pandemic”, 17 December 2020.


\textsuperscript{324} Canada, Ontario Drug Policy Research Network, Office of the Chief
Synthetic opioids, primarily illicitly manufactured fentanyl, have remained the primary drivers of overdose deaths in Canada and the United States during the pandemic. A study of opiate agonist clinics in Ontario, Canada, analysing medical records of patients, indicated a sharp increase in the use of fentanyl among people who had received opioid agonist treatment starting in April 2020, suggesting that the sharp increase in overdose deaths in 2020 may be linked to increased use of fentanyls.\textsuperscript{325}

Some changes in drug-related deaths have been reported in Europe. Preliminary data from four European Union countries suggest that the overall number of drug-related deaths in 2020 may have been lower than in 2019 in two countries (Italy and Portugal), stable in one country (Czechia) and higher in one country (Finland).\textsuperscript{326}

In Spain, although no increase in the number of drug overdose deaths was observed during the initial lockdown period, at least two facilities providing low-threshold services reported an increase in the number of drug overdose deaths after the ease of the restrictions in the country.\textsuperscript{327}

\textbf{Reports of an increase in risky behaviour, increased vulnerability and related health consequences among people who use drugs and people with substance use disorders during the pandemic}

An increase in more harmful practices has been observed among PWID during the pandemic. For example, in a study conducted in Australia among PWID, 9 per cent of the study participants reported an increase in reusing their own needles, and 13 per cent reported having injected alone more frequently between June and September 2020 than in February 2020. In addition, more than one third (36 per cent) of the participants reported a different frequency of past-month injection of drugs between June and September 2020 compared with February 2020: 25 per cent reported an increased frequency of injection, while 11 per cent reported a reduced frequency.\textsuperscript{328} The majority of participants, however, reported that there had been no changes to their injecting practices since March 2020.

Signs of deteriorating health among people who use drugs were also observed in several countries in the early stages of the pandemic. In northern Italy, for example, between the end of February and the beginning of May 2020, it was found that patients with cannabis addiction and a diagnosis of obsessive-compulsive disorder, who were living in psychiatric residential treatment facilities, were significantly more likely to present to emergency psychiatric consultations during the initial lockdown period than other population groups.\textsuperscript{329}

Moreover, in the Islamic Republic of Iran, people who smoked opium seemed to have an increased risk of adverse health consequences related to COVID-19. A pilot study conducted in April 2020 in the country found that about 1 in 10 patients admitted to a hospital for treatment of COVID-19 had been using opium, and that people who smoked opium seemed to be more susceptible to COVID-19 and have a higher mortality rate than those who did not smoke opium.\textsuperscript{330} In Oceania, people who use drugs are considered to be at a greater risk than those who do not of contracting COVID-19 because they are more likely to have underlying health conditions and to be economically disadvantaged, homeless or even imprisoned.\textsuperscript{331}

A group particularly vulnerable to the adverse health consequences of contracting COVID-19 are people living with HIV and substance use disorders. Lockdown measures and other related social and economic consequences of the pandemic may have led to an increase in substance misuse and poor management of HIV among this population group, although there is no conclusive evidence. Anecdotally, national experts from several countries, for example, Israel, Mexico and the Russian Federation, have

\begin{itemize}
  \item Peacock and others, \textit{Australian Drug Trends 2020}.
  \item Harm Reduction International, \textit{The Global State of Harm Reduction 2020}.
\end{itemize}
emphasized the need for policy interventions during the COVID-19 pandemic to ensure the continuity of HIV and hepatitis C detection and the referral to treatment of people who use drugs, as these diseases expose patients to a greater risk of infection and potentially lethal complications related to underlying comorbidities. According to one practitioner, in Mexico, drug injecting has increased along with practices with a high risk of contracting HIV during the pandemic.\(^\text{332}\) In the United States, a study in the State of Wisconsin, found an increase in the use of substances such as heroin, pharmaceutical opioids, cocaine, methamphetamine and sedatives among people living with HIV during the first half of 2020, compared with the period prior to onset of the pandemic. The study also found that the proportion of people living with HIV who were missing out on vital medication had also increased in the first half of 2020.\(^\text{333}\) These patterns are corroborated by the findings of another study that looked at patients receiving services at a medical centre in Boston, which found an alarming incidence of HIV among PWID during COVID-19.\(^\text{334}\) In European Union countries, indications for a potential drop in testing for HIV and viral hepatitis during lockdown periods were found, with the vast majority of countries reporting that less than half of the expected number of people had been tested during the first months of the pandemic.\(^\text{335}\) However, data on possible changes in HIV and viral hepatitis infections are not yet available.

In Africa, an emergency response to COVID-19 was released that emphasized the increased vulnerability of people who use drugs because of underlying health conditions associated with drug use, stigma and marginalization.\(^\text{336}\) Moreover, it was found that vulnerable populations have been impacted the most by the situation created by the pandemic, including by a lack of access to housing and health care, and disruptions in the provision of services to people who use drugs.\(^\text{337}\)

### Some people who use drugs have adopted protective approaches to their drug use practices

There is evidence that people who use drugs have made behavioural adjustments in order to avoid contracting COVID-19 and evidence of potential harms resulting from drug use in lockdown conditions, such as harms due to reduced access to equipment such as sterile needles and syringes. For example, almost half of the participants (48 per cent) in the global online survey conducted in May and June 2020 among people who had recently used drugs reported having changed some of their drug purchasing practices as a consequence of COVID-19. This included washing and/or sanitizing hands immediately after a purchase, buying drugs in greater quantities than usual in order to reduce the number of transactions and making the exchange quicker than usual.\(^\text{338}\)

Furthermore, in a study conducted from June to September 2020 among PWID in Australia, 28 per cent of the participants reported having sought information on how to reduce the risk of contracting COVID-19 or how to mitigate risks resulting from mobility restrictions on drug acquisition and use. Some 82 per cent of participants reported having engaged in various harm-reduction behaviours to reduce the risk of contracting COVID-19 or the impact of COVID-19-related restrictions while using or obtaining drugs. These included washing hands before handling drugs or money, stocking up on sterile drug use equipment and wiping down drug packages with soap or sanitizer.\(^\text{339}\) Finally, according to reports from Kyrgyzstan, some people who use drugs became more concerned about their health after the onset of the pandemic and started using their own paraphernalia exclusively instead of sharing them.\(^\text{340}\)

---

\(^{332}\) Responses to the UNODC-WHO Informal Scientific Network survey 2021.


\(^{335}\) EMCDDA, Impact of COVID-19 on Drug Markets, Use, Harms and Drug Services in the Community and Prisons.


\(^{339}\) Peacock and others, Australian Drug Trends 2020.

\(^{340}\) UNODC, Regional Office for Central Asia, “Brief overview of COVID-19 impact on drug use situation as well as on the operations of the drug treatment services and harm reduction programmes in Central Asia”. 
Impact of the COVID-19 crisis on drug service provision for people who use drugs

The COVID-19 pandemic and restrictions to contain the spread of the virus have limited services for people who use drugs across all regions. The restrictions have disrupted, at least partially, treatment of drug use disorders, prevention of adverse health consequences, and treatment of comorbidities such as HIV, hepatitis C and tuberculosis.341, 342, 343

Not being able to access drug treatment services is a particular concern for clients in opioid agonist maintenance therapy who need to obtain medication on a daily basis, as interruptions in medication can increase the risk of relapse, overdose or death.344 In some countries, limited treatment services intersected with disruptions reported in the supply of opiates during the initial lockdown periods. With people who regularly use opioids not being able to manage their drug use dependence, services in many countries across all regions witnessed an increase in withdrawal symptoms and therefore in the demand for treatment for opioid use disorders, including opioid agonist treatment.345

However, the closure of non-essential health services and the reassignment of resources to manage acute COVID-19 cases resulted in a sudden and uncoordinated discontinuation of services for people with drug use disorders during the initial lockdown periods. The management of COVID-19 cases and related quarantine led to increased demand for hospital beds as experts in some countries (for example in Central Asia and West and Central Africa) reported that beds dedicated to inpatient treatment of people with drug use disorders were used to accommodate COVID-19 cases. Another challenge was the availability of personnel: during periods when the numbers of COVID-19 cases were high, medical staff were transferred to attend to COVID-19 cases, and in some cases the amount of personnel available was reduced, often because of obligatory periods of quarantine or a lack of personal protective equipment available for staff.346

Experts from the vast majority of countries (88 per cent) reported that the necessary medical and psychiatric care for people with substance use disorders had continued during the pandemic, but only to some extent.347 Drug services ceased operating in some places, while services were reduced, or drug services stopped accepting new clients, in others. The latter was mainly because of an existing ceiling in, for example, the number of treatment slots in opioid agonist treatment programmes but, in some instances, drug services also faced shortages of medicines or financial resources.348

Physical distancing and mobility restrictions made the delivery of low-threshold services and outreach programmes (e.g., to homeless people) challenging. Face-to-face counselling and the provision of sterile injecting equipment or naloxone was discontinued in some countries in order to adhere to physical-distancing measures. Linked to the limited accessibility of health-care services, the poor economic status not uncommon among people who regularly use drugs was a concern during the initial lockdown periods, as it generally exacerbated health risks among people who use drugs. National experts reported that refugees and immigrants,349
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Summary: main reasons for the disruption of services provided to people with drug use disorder during the initial lockdown periods

The COVID-19 crisis posed immense challenges to health systems across the globe and disrupted or limited services for people with drug use disorders in the early stages of the pandemic. The most common reasons for service disruptions were:

> Drug treatment services being initially designated as non-essential services and therefore halted.

> A lack of available personnel for delivering services, often exacerbated by a lack of personal protective equipment.

> Initial closure of services to avoid the transmission of COVID-19 among clients. Services often reopened after making adjustments in order to adhere to physical-distancing and other preventive measures.

> Difficulties faced by people with drug use disorders in accessing services as a result of stay-at-home orders, curfews and mobility restrictions.

> A reluctance by people with drug use disorders to access services for fear of being infected with COVID-19.

> Resources such as hospital beds for inpatient services for people with drug use disorders being used to accommodate COVID-19 patients, leading to an overall reduction in places available for drug treatment.

> Shortages in the supply of medication used in opioid agonist treatment, such as methadone and buprenorphine.

homeless people and sex workers were among the groups of people who use drugs who faced significant difficulties in accessing drug treatment services during the initial stages of the pandemic. However, this does not imply that, in general, people who use drugs may not have encountered difficulties in accessing drug treatment services, as this is influenced by a variety of factors and personal circumstances.

In some situations, people who use drugs may have encountered greater stigma when accessing services during the pandemic that was related, for example, to increased social pressure when trying to access treatment under lockdown measures.

As explained further below, many Member States reacted quickly by adapting existing services and introducing innovations that allowed for a continuation of services while adhering to measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19. Across all regions, many countries have embraced the use of telemedicine and telecommunications technologies and allowed medical assessments and prescriptions of medication without the need for an in-person appointment. Internet-based services have been used increasingly to provide training and counselling services to staff, allowing for a cost-effective alternative to in-person training. It is not clear if these innovative approaches were adopted as temporary solutions or if they will continue once the pandemic is over.

The delivery of low-threshold services has been facilitated in many cases by contactless distribution methods, such as the introduction of vending machines for dispensing sterile injecting equipment and opioid agonist medication, and an increase in the amount of equipment and medication provided to people with drug use disorders in order to reduce the need for appointments and repeat visits.

Moreover, a major change in policies regulating treatment of drug use disorders, including opioid agonist treatment, has been implemented in many Member States. Instead of requiring patients to attend facilities on a near-daily basis and to take medication onsite, often in the presence of staff, patients have been provided with take-home doses covering extended periods, of up to 28...
days, and face-to-face meetings have been suspended or replaced by remote meetings. In many countries, pharmacies have also been allowed to directly dispense opioid agonist medication for the treatment of opioid use disorders.

In general terms, the ways in which services were adapted to the changed circumstances brought about by the COVID-19 pandemic and the changes that emerged can be clustered under four broad patterns:

> Services that offered in-person, in-patient services appeared to have been more affected than low-threshold services. They either closed or their activities were significantly reduced while stay-at-home orders were enforced. In most countries, this situation was largely temporary in the initial stages of the pandemic.

> The number of services that offered or were able to begin offering technology-enabled care increased during the pandemic. For example, some Member States extended the range of health services to cover telemedicine, allowing for initial assessments and prescriptions of medication without face-to-face meetings and through the use of telecommunications channels (including audio-only). These steps increased the accessibility of health services where patients had the necessary hardware and Internet connectivity.

> Some of the services for people who use drugs set up new, contactless delivery systems that distributed sterile needle and syringes and medication to people who use drugs while adhering to physical-distancing measures. For example, in the United States of America and in the European Union, some needle-and-syringe exchange programmes increased the amounts of needles and syringes and other equipment dispensed at a time to cover a longer time period than previously allowed and to allow people who use drugs to distribute them to other people who inject drugs.

> Policy for medication-assisted treatment for opioid use disorders, in particular opioid agonist treatment policy, was made more flexible in many countries to adhere to physical-distancing measures during the pandemic. This included, for example, scaled-up take-away doses and medicine packages in larger supply that allowed for multi-day doses instead of requiring daily visits.

In summary, the COVID-19 crisis has prompted a wave of innovative approaches in some countries to providing services under difficult circumstances to people who use drugs and people with drug use disorders by adjusting regulations and leveraging technology. Whether or not some or all innovations will last beyond the pandemic is yet to be seen. Initial evaluations of some approaches point to their efficacy. In Argentina, for example, a study was done on the effectiveness of intensive outpatient treatment services, including group and individual meetings, for substance use disorders delivered remotely over a videoconference platform. Preliminary results suggest that the services delivered remotely are as effective as those delivered using a face-to-face intensive ambulatory approach. The success of the adaptations and innovations adopted during the COVID-19 pandemic will increase the likelihood of them being sustained beyond the COVID-19 crisis, thereby offering greater flexibility for people in need of such services.

Across all regions, services for people with drug use disorders have been at least partially disrupted by the COVID-19 crisis, while some treatment demand has increased

A rapid global assessment, conducted between June and August 2020, of service delivery for mental health and neurological and substance use disorders during the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic found that critical services for the prevention of adverse health consequences among people with drug use disorders were partially or completely disrupted in 65 per cent of reporting countries, opioid agonist treatment for opioid use disorders in 45 per cent of countries, and overdose prevention and management programmes in 53 per cent of countries.

In a global survey of high-, middle- and low-income countries (77 countries in total), addiction medicine professionals described a similar situation, with some treatment and prevention services disrupted in the initial stages of the pandemic. Overall, professionals in the...
vast majority of countries (88 per cent) reported that the necessary medical and psychiatric care for people with substance use disorders had continued, but only to some extent. Shortages of methadone and buprenorphine supplies for opioid agonist treatment were reported by addiction medicine professionals in 38 per cent of countries and a partial discontinuation of certain services, such as needle-and-syringe programmes and condom distribution, in 41 per cent of countries. Overdose-prevention interventions, in particular the distribution of naloxone, were negatively affected in 57 per cent of countries. Services targeting some population groups seem to have been disrupted more frequently across countries, irrespective of the country’s income level. National experts in 75 per cent of countries reported that existing drug-related services for children, women, pregnant women and refugees or immigrants faced limitations during the initial stages of the pandemic. Respondents in 81 per cent of countries reported that, as a result of lockdown policies, people with drug use disorders who were homeless faced difficulties in accessing outreach services.

In many countries, services for people with opioid use disorders saw an increase in the number of patients with withdrawal symptoms and in the demand for opioid agonist treatment. This was reported, for example, in countries in Central Asia and in other countries in Asia, in Eastern and South-Eastern Europe and in Southern Africa. During the initial lockdowns, some people who regularly use opioids were faced with reduced access to opioids because of, for example, supply disruptions, limited financial means and/or limited options for purchasing drugs. They were therefore not able to manage their drug use behaviour. There were also reports that some people who use opioids opted for opioid agonist treatment as a stopgap arrangement and that, once the restrictions were lifted and opioids became more readily available, there would be an increase in the likelihood of those people resuming their previous drug use behaviour.


Note: Based on data from 130 countries. Data was collected between June and August 2020. Partially disrupted services are defined as those services that were not able to serve between 5 and 50 per cent of patients ‘as usual’; completely disrupted services are defined as those that were not able to serve more than 50 per cent of patients as usual.
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pattern of opioid use and thus being at increased risk of overdose.366

Africa

Reports from East, West and Central and North Africa indicated that the already limited programmes for preventing drug use were discontinued, at least temporarily, during the initial stages of the pandemic and that access to the limited services available (such as needle-exchange programmes) for preventing adverse health consequences caused by drug use decreased. Some Government-run services closed down, while in some locations drug services remained open or were reopened with the help of non-governmental organizations.367, 368, 369, 370

More specifically, some countries reported a hiatus in the admission of new clients to opioid agonist treatment. Such treatment was subsequently resumed with a smaller number of clients per group in order to adhere to physical-distancing guidelines.371 The availability of medications for drug treatment further deteriorated, according to experts from Ghana.372 One African country reported a decrease in attendance at some centres providing HIV services, including antiretroviral treatment, and the closure of a centre for minors and young people with drug use disorders because the hospital was being used for quarantining COVID-19 patients.373 In Mauritius, the needle-syringe programme was discontinued during the lockdown in 2020 because of potential risks related to overcrowding. Opioid agonist treatment with methadone was allowed to continue while social mobility restrictions were enforced by enabling clients to access drug treatment at dispensing points. A service run by non-governmental organizations providing codeine-based therapy established in the 1980s initially ceased to operate during the lockdown in 2020. The programme restarted its operations after implementing a series of changes to contact clients by phone and direct them to a medical centre for the renewal of prescriptions and collection of medicines. HIV services, including

367 Assessment by the UNODC Regional Office for West and Central Africa.
368 For example, Mauritius (assessment made available by the African Union).
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373 Reports made available by the African Union.
antiretroviral treatment, continued during the lockdown; however, attendance was reported to have decreased in some centres.374

Mobility restrictions and physical distancing were among the main reasons for limiting the delivery of and access to services for people who use drugs.375 Many services were disrupted because of travel restrictions, staffing issues and a lack of personal protective equipment.376, 377 In Nigeria, women who use drugs were reportedly more likely to avoid drug use treatment because of stigma, lack of support from partners or family members or fear of being apprehended by the police;378 in Senegal, some people who use drugs reportedly avoided seeking treatment for fear of contracting COVID-19.379

**Americas**

In North America, people with substance use disorders in the United States had to wait longer to obtain treatment during the initial stages of the pandemic than previously because of an increase in demand, changes to operating hours and the closure of treatment centres. A national survey of 1,079 people with substance use disorders in the United States found that more than a third of respondents had experienced disruptions in their access to treatment or recovery support services since the start of the pandemic, while 14 per cent reported being unable to obtain required services.380 Meanwhile, in Canada, a city-level study found that physical-distancing measures may have resulted in a reduction in the capacity of pharmacies, outpatient clinics and facilities that provide care to people who use drugs and that this may have increased the risk of lethal opioid overdoses.381

Experts from Mexico reported a disruption in the provision of drug treatment services one month after the first case of COVID-19 was identified in the country. This is largely because treatment services remained open only for emergencies and operated with limited personnel. Demand for treatment fell by over 80 per cent, mainly for cannabis and cocaine use, although there was increasing demand for services by methamphetamine users.382

In South America, the response to the COVID-19 pandemic and the impact of the pandemic on the delivery of drug services differed across countries. Experts reported that, in some countries, such as Brazil, there was an initial disruption of drug treatment services, while in others, such as Colombia, people had difficulty accessing medications, such as methadone, for the treatment of opioid use disorders. In Peru, prevention services for people who use drugs continued to operate remotely during the first lockdown. For example, the “Habla Franco” service continued to provide psychological counselling and specialized interventions for the prevention of drug use by means of online chat applications and emails, and over a dedicated telephone helpline that was accessible free of charge.383 In Uruguay, where no full lockdown was implemented, drug treatment services reported that their work remained unaffected in comparison with other countries in the region. Services aimed at preventing adverse health consequences among people who use drugs further reduced their already limited capacity in some of the countries in South America and the Caribbean. In Colombia, for example, contact with those services has been reported as being reduced because of physical-distancing restrictions and, in the Dominican Republic, the needle-syringe programme was completely suspended for reasons of staff safety.384

**Asia**

In Central Asia, the observed decrease in the availability of opiates in the early stages of the pandemic led to an increase in the demand for drug treatment in several countries at the same time that the availability of drug

---
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treatment decreased as a result of COVID-19-related measures, including the prioritization of beds for COVID-19 patients. In the context of the pandemic, some drug treatment facilities and services for preventing adverse health consequences of drug use had to limit the range of their services and turned to online counselling services.  

In South Asia, the lockdowns implemented in India made it more difficult for people with substance use disorders, particularly some population groups such as adolescents, women and older adults, to access health-care facilities, as a lack of, or reductions in, public transport provision had a negative impact on access to treatment centres, especially for those from socioeconomically disadvantaged backgrounds. This is considered of particular concern for those who require access to medications for opioid agonist treatment on a daily basis.  

In East and South-East Asia, the number of people admitted to treatment for drug use disorders in most countries remained at similar levels during the initial stages of the pandemic as in the previous year, but some countries saw a decrease because of strict mobility restrictions, a suspension of admissions and a shift in government priorities from treatment for drug use disorders to treatment for COVID-19.  

Europe  

A survey of national focal points from Norway and European Union countries carried out in April 2020 suggested that the impact of COVID-19 and the related lockdown measures resulted in some reduction in the availability of treatment and services for people who use drugs in most European countries during the first two months of the pandemic.  

12 countries reported a slight decrease and 3 reported a large decrease; 2 countries reported a slight increase, while 5 countries reported no change.  

In Spain, for example, a survey of 11 centres providing low-threshold services found that the average number of people utilizing any service declined by 22 per cent, the average number of needles distributed decreased by 40 per cent and there was a decline in the rate of testing for HIV, hepatitis B and C and tuberculosis in March, April and May 2020 compared with the same period in 2019, which possibly aggravated the health risks of those who continued to use drugs.  

The results of a survey conducted in Europe to assess the impact of COVID-19 on testing for HIV, viral hepatitis and sexually transmitted infections indicated that 95 per cent of respondents from 34 countries reported conducting less than half the expected number of tests between March and May 2020 compared with the same period in 2019. This pattern continued to a lesser extent between June and August 2020, when most countries had relaxed COVID-19-related restrictions.  

Drug-checking services were disrupted by lockdown measures and related closures in the night-time economy and absence of festivals. A 26 per cent decrease in the total number of samples submitted for testing in European drug-checking services was reported in 2020 compared with 2019, with the largest drop observed in the second quarter of 2020. However, submission of drug samples by mail to drug-checking services increased during all quarters of 2020 compared with 2019.  

In Eastern and South-Eastern Europe, a lack of human resources interrupted the provision of drug services during the initial stages of the pandemic, mainly because staff were not able to reach service locations. In addition, a lack of personal protective equipment prevented staff from providing face-to-face services, or affected their ability to do so.  

While stay-at-home orders were enforced, telemedicine became a viable option in the Balkan countries, as psychosocial and counselling services could no longer be provided in person. This method created obstacles for
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Drug service provision for population subgroups affected by drug use disorders during COVID-19

In the context of the pandemic and related lockdown measures, several population groups of people with drug use disorders, such as sex workers and homeless people, were severely affected by income loss. Countries’ responses to this situation included providing targeted services in a timely manner to mitigate the potential adverse effects of the pandemic on the health and well-being of people in those subgroups.

Women who use drugs

Women with drug use disorders encounter multiple barriers such as stigma and gender-based violence when accessing support for drug treatment services. Services equipped to provide support that comprehensively addresses the interaction between drug use and experiences of gender-based violence are not widely available.

Women with drug use disorders may face greater vulnerabilities because of income loss and gender-based violence in the context of COVID-19, which may exacerbate their victimization and risk of exploitation. Currently, there is limited evidence available to inform gender-specific and gender-sensitive responses to support women with drug use disorders in the context of the COVID-19 pandemic. Evidence collected in the aftermath of previous events that caused significant social instability can help explore the impact those events have had on women who use drugs and can offer possible guidance for policy interventions related to COVID-19.

For example, participants in an ethnographic study assessing the impact of Hurricane Katrina on people who use drugs reported that women who use drugs were perceived as being weak immediately after the hurricane and had their drugs stolen by men.

Closures and reduced activities during confinement measures can pose additional barriers to this subpopulation group when attempting to access services for drug treatment and gender-based violence.

Some programmes have tried to address this double challenge. For example, an organization in Kenya trained people who use drugs in basic counselling and mediation skills to document, report and monitor cases of gender-based violence, as part of a community-led intervention to tackle gender-based violence resulting from COVID-19-related mobility restrictions. Some of the

393 EMCDDA, “Impact of COVID-19 on drug use and drug services in Western Balkans”.

some clients, such as people who use drugs who had limited or no access to the Internet. Home delivery of opioid agonist medication was reported to have been provided while travel restrictions were enforced, with the assistance of police and charity organizations. Some treatment centres, such as the “Opioid Substitution Centre” in Kotor, Montenegro, provided certificates to clients that would allow them to travel for treatment.

Oceania

In Australia, a study on the impact of the pandemic on the alcohol and other drug use services provided by non-governmental organizations in selected states found that about a fifth of the services had experienced increased costs (for example, owing to investments in information and communications technology infrastructure and workforce training, personal protective equipment, and cleaning products and services) and two fifths had reported a reduction in financial resources, owing to reduced donations and as a result of reduced bed numbers and occupancy rates.

Almost all programmes adapted their service delivery, often by introducing innovations. Programmes reported that they were able to successfully use video technology (81 per cent) and telephone (78 per cent) for clinical care; 78 per cent reported no problems with switching to Internet, telephone and/or video technology for clinical care, 53 per cent reported increased person-centred practice, 50 per cent switched to online counselling services and 50 per cent were able to offer more flexible appointments.

Technology-based services enabled continuity of care during COVID-19 and even allowed for the expansion of the reach of some services (particularly to rural areas), while protecting service providers from the risk of infection. It also increased communication between staff, and between staff and clients, and allowed for more flexible work arrangements.

However, it was reported that technology-based services had limitations (e.g., some clients had no access to the Internet or a telephone, poor Internet connection affected delivery and engagement with clients was reduced) and were not suitable for all client groups and treatment types.
clients supported by this intervention after the third quarter of 2020 were women who use drugs. Targeted support for women who use drugs during COVID-19 was also provided by this organization through income-generating initiatives such as the manufacture and selling of soap.\(^d\)

A non-profit organization based in Barcelona, Spain, runs a programme exclusively for women and gender-non-conforming people, offering psychosocial and drug treatment services through a transdisciplinary team.\(^e\) Their clients include survivors of intimate partner violence, sex workers, homeless people and migrants. During COVID-19, the organization supported people with drug use disorders to access a specialized shelter with a supervised consumption space.\(^e\)

Sex workers

During the pandemic, some programmes considered sex workers as one of the target groups for whom to ensure the continuity of services. In Israel, for example, service providers used COVID-19 as an opportunity to increase mental health services for patients with drug use disorders and made efforts to take population groups with specific needs into consideration. There was a greater demand for detoxification services by sex workers suffering from substance use disorders during the pandemic; hospital beds were therefore allocated specifically for this population group.\(^f\)

A non-governmental organization located in Prague, Czechia, provided street-based sex workers with counselling services and ensured access to a stimulant agonist treatment programme free-of-charge during the pandemic.\(^g\)

Homeless people

Homeless people were also specifically targeted for service delivery during the pandemic. In the city of Dublin, Ireland, homeless people were identified as a vulnerable group among people with drug use disorders, given their morbidity profile, living conditions and drug use behaviour. Protocols to identify and ensure immediate testing for homeless clients with COVID-19 symptoms were implemented early on. Homeless clients considered vulnerable because of old age or certain medical conditions were provided with single-occupancy accommodation to shield them from infection. There was also an expansion of drug treatment services that led to improved access to opioid agonist treatment, improved access to naloxone and shifting the management of high-dose benzodiazepine dependency towards maintenance therapy, including the home delivery of pharmaceutical drugs such as methadone and benzodiazepines.\(^h\)

The findings of an assessment using qualitative and quantitative research methods conducted in October 2020 in Australia indicated that there has been a shift towards technology-based services for clients in need of drug treatment services. Homeless people were left at a disadvantage, however, as they encountered barriers to accessing such treatment services because of a lack of equipment for video-based services. The survey responses also indicated the need for increased funding flexibility to ensure that service provision could be adapted to changing settings while social mobility restrictions and stay-at-home orders were enforced. For example, one service provider allocated funding for the purchase of telephones for clients, including homeless people, as services provided in person were curtailed.\(^h\)

In South Africa, government policy implemented in the context of the pandemic sought to ensure protection for homeless people and people with drug use disorders by establishing temporary shelters.\(^i\) The measures were implemented by civil society organizations in consultation with those vulnerable communities. In major cities in South Africa, health services were provided for 2,300 homeless people in shelters, and existing opioid agonist treatment clients were given weekly take-home doses. Among the homeless people in shelters, approximately 1,200 initiated methadone treatment.

---

\(^a\) Harm Reduction International, *Global State of Harm Reduction 2020*.

\(^b\) Shirley-Beavan, S., et.al., “Women and barriers to harm reduction services: a literature review and initial findings from a qualitative study in Barcelona, Spain”, *Harm Reduction Journal*, vol. 17, No. 78 (2020).


\(^f\) Responses to the UNODC-WHO Informal Scientific Network survey 2021.


Infection prevention and control measures in prison settings during COVID-19

The pandemic has made prisons and places of detention more vulnerable than ever before. People who are imprisoned or detained have a disproportionate risk of contracting COVID-19 compared with the general population, particularly when facing overcrowded living conditions, unsanitary facilities, poor ventilation and additional barriers to accessing health care and treatment services for drug use disorders. Persons deprived of their liberty can also be more likely to have underlying health conditions and may face a higher prevalence of HIV, viral hepatitis and tuberculosis, which increases their vulnerability to a COVID-19 infection. Disruptions to treatment services in correctional facilities during the COVID-19 pandemic may also increase the risk of HIV and hepatitis C transmission as they can create an environment in which people in prison may increasingly share injecting equipment. This may also lead to increased sharing of non-injecting equipment, such as cookers, pikes and vapes, which may also increase the risk of a COVID-19 infection.

Prison systems around the world have been affected by COVID-19 and many countries around the world have adopted emergency release mechanisms to reduce the prison population. Since March 2020, at least 700,000 people – approximately 6 per cent of the more than 11.5 million people behind bars globally – have been authorized or considered eligible for release through emergency release mechanisms adopted by 119 Member States. The overall number of prisoners authorized or eligible for release outside of these 119 Member States is unknown, so the total global number of releases is likely to be substantially higher, considering that some of the most populous countries are not included in this count.

In most countries, the criteria used to identify those suitable for release included: (a) profile and condition of a prisoner (age, health condition, gender and whether they had been convicted for a first-time offence); (b) behaviour in prison; (c) length of original sentence; (d) remaining time to serve; and (e) type of offence (whether serious or violent). As a result, candidates identified as eligible for release were mainly prisoners convicted for non-violent offences, vulnerable persons and prisoners who had served the majority of their sentence. There was no clear pattern on the inclusion or exclusion of drug-related offences in release criteria. While drug trafficking offences were explicitly excluded from release eligibility in some countries, there was no discernible trend with regard to personal possession offences.

Significant disparities have been observed across countries regarding the ability of prison systems to implement mitigation measures related to COVID-19 and ensure the continuity of treatment services for drug use disorders. Experts in Lebanon, for example, indicated that it was challenging to provide medical care and implement preventive measures related to COVID-19 for people with drug use disorders in prison settings. Experts in Kenya reported that the policy response to COVID-19 implemented in prison settings was to release prisoners serving short sentences to curb the transmission of the virus and reduce overcrowding. Access to treatment for people with drug use disorders was thus curtailed.

In most European Union countries, the provision of drug treatment services in prisons was reduced throughout 2020, although efforts were made to ensure continuity of opioid agonist maintenance treatment, as well as testing and treatment for infectious diseases. Between March and June 2020, 15 European Union countries with available data reported severe disruptions to drug use services in prisons, including psychosocial counselling, group therapy and peer-led interventions, and these disruptions continued throughout 2020 at least to a certain degree. In a few countries, such as France and Luxembourg, drug use services were scaled up again as of June 2020. Reduced use and reduced availability of drugs in prisons was also observed in several European Union countries during the first lockdown in 2020. Some national experts suggested that the limited availability of drugs during the first lockdown may have reduced the use of drugs in prison settings.

In the United States, many prisons had to curtail or reduce opioid agonist maintenance treatment and implemented changes to medication dispensation processes in the early stages of the pandemic (second quarter of 2020). Some prisons adapted their services, for example, before the pandemic, a prison in Greenfield, Massachusetts, provided detained populations with access to all three medications used in the treatment of opioid use disorders: buprenorphine, methadone and naltrexone. After the pandemic broke out, comprehensive mitigation policies were
implemented to prevent the spread of COVID-19 and programmes related to treatment for opioid use disorders were adapted. Such treatment was provided in housing units directly, and not in groups as had been done before the outbreak of COVID-19. Quarantined individuals received medication in their cells.9

g Barbara Sachini and others, “Early effects of COVID-19 on programs providing medications for opioid use disorders in jails and prisons”, *Journal of Addiction Medicine*, vol. 14, No. 5 (September/October 2020).

making face-to-face services still a key component of service delivery.394

**COVID-19 crisis has led to important adaptations and innovations in service delivery for people who use drugs**

In order to overcome the limitations stemming from the COVID-19 crisis in the delivery and accessibility of services to people who use drugs, many countries have developed innovative approaches to ensure the continuation of treatment and care of people who use drugs. This includes: (a) the modification of national regulations and guidelines on drug use treatment; (b) an increase in the use of telemedicine and in the flexibility of drug treatment schemes, such as the dispensation of opioid agonist treatment medications; and (c) novel ways of providing access to needles and syringes and supplies of naloxone despite mobility restrictions and reduced social contact. The effectiveness of these approaches is still to be assessed.

**Increase in the use of telemedicine, online consultations and remote services**

To ensure compliance with stay-at-home requirements and physical-distancing measures, as well as to cope with the reduced mobility of the population, many countries introduced service delivery for people with drug use disorders and for preventing the adverse health consequences of drug use through contactless (with no in-person requirements), remote services and telecommunications applications. These services include remote assessments and the prescription of controlled substances using electronic means.

In the United States, for example, federal agencies eased telemedicine restrictions, including allowing audio-only appointments for accessing drug use treatment options, early in the pandemic.395 This allowed for an initial assessment, the prescription of medication, such as buprenorphine, and for an unobserved and unattended initiation of medication without personal interaction.396

To further facilitate the process, in the State of Rhode Island, for example, a telephone hotline was introduced that people with moderate to severe opioid use disorders can call to speak to a service provider without requiring an in-person evaluation or video interface.397 In Los Angeles, facilities eased access to needle-and-syringe programmes and opioid agonist treatment for homeless opioid users.398 Within these facilities, a “telephone booth”, with a desk, a chair, a computer and a telephone was set up so as to enable safe communication with an
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397 Ibid.
398 Tringale and Subica, “COVID-19 innovations in medication for addiction treatment at a Skid Row syringe exchange".
COVID-19 HAS TRIGGERED INNOVATION IN DRUG PREVENTION AND TREATMENT SERVICES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Contactless services</th>
<th>Delivery systems</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Audio-only assessments and prescriptions</td>
<td>Mail services for needles and syringes and naloxone</td>
<td>Mobile outreach programmes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remote consultation</td>
<td>Mobile outreach programmes</td>
<td>Administration of treatment medication without face-to-face meetings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service hotlines</td>
<td>Vending machines for sterile needle and syringes</td>
<td>Multi-day and multi-week take-home doses of treatment medication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile telephone-enabled outreach programmes</td>
<td>Vending machines for drug treatment medications</td>
<td>Methamphetamine agonist treatment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet-based services and training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
on-site physician and counsellor or social worker during a patient’s visit. This provided protection from COVID-19 to both the patient and the service provider. These innovations have not only facilitated greater access to medication for patients with opioid use disorders, but also helped determine the efficacy of yet another low-threshold care model for the provision of opioid agonist treatment to vulnerable population groups.

In Egypt, a new 24-hour hotline has been launched to connect people who use drugs with free treatment and medical services across 23 institutes in 14 provinces. A total of 18,500 calls were received by the hotline during the first three months in 2020, when COVID-19-related prevention measures were enforced: calls came overwhelmingly (92 per cent) from males using cannabis, tramadol and/or heroin.

In the Near and Middle East and North Africa, organizations that provide services for people who use drugs have diversified their response through mobile outreach to hotspots and the use of technology to raise awareness about their services as well as to offer access to telemedicine and medical supplies.

In West and Central Africa, an increase in the use of telecommunications in service delivery has been observed in many countries. For example, in Senegal, mobile telephones have been used to monitor the conditions of people with drug use disorders. In Ghana, telemedicine and mobile services have been expanded for people seeking drug treatment services. In Nigeria, a network of front-line health workers, including medical doctors, drug counsellors and allied professionals, have set up an online consultation and treatment platform for people with drug use disorders and their families. However, concern has also been expressed by an expert from Nigeria that some socially disadvantaged groups have been unable to access telehealth services because of limited or a lack of Internet access or sufficient telephone credit for accessing such services. Also in Nigeria, experts reported that some centres that were providing in-person services for people who use drugs, and also a wider range of medical services such as treatment for malaria, were severely affected by the pandemic and have almost ceased to operate.

In Europe, telemedicine has been widely introduced as an alternative to face-to-face services. This option has been found to be particularly beneficial for the following: (a) people with less severe forms of drug use disorders; (b) treatment that primarily involves psychological counselling (e.g., for cannabis or cocaine users); (c) first-time contact with a service provider; and (d) clients in long-term opioid agonist maintenance treatment. Telephone helplines and online professional forums have provided alternatives for people who use drugs to seek support during the pandemic.

In the European Union, the adoption of telemedicine to deliver treatment services proved to be beneficial in reaching out to new clients by extending service coverage, especially to remote areas where physical services were limited. However, a number of challenges were highlighted, including the difficulties in using telemedicine encountered by some client groups, such as older people who use drugs, clients referred by the criminal justice system and clients with severe mental health issues and complex comorbidities. Problems were also identified with the use of technology in the context of group or family therapy, as were difficulties in carrying out clinical pre-assessments for new treatment demands by video. Some of these challenges resulted in a yet unknown number of clients having to interrupt treatment.

An increase in the use of telemedicine during the COVID-19 pandemic has also been facilitated by the broadening of insurance coverage. After the Department of Health and Human Services of the United States declared a national public health emergency on 27 January 2020, the
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range of medical services provided under the federal health insurance programme, Medicare, was extended to cover telemedicine. The services provided under telemedicine also included opioid agonist treatment, and this made it possible to reach communities that had previously encountered barriers to accessing substance use disorder services. Some states, such as Delaware, Florida, Indiana, Michigan, Ohio and West Virginia, had enacted laws before the pandemic to enable the prescription of controlled substances by means of telemedicine, without any prior in-person medical examination, under certain specific requirements. In the city of Hamburg, Germany, a temporary opioid agonist treatment service was introduced, where everyone could access treatment and medication, regardless of health insurance status.

Innovations and the increased use of technology have been developed to help not only people who use drugs but also those who provide treatment services. In India, for example, doctors who provide opioid agonist treatment have been provided with training over a new online platform, and freely accessible Internet-based educational materials have been developed to help health professionals address opioid use disorder treatment.

In Brazil, two initiatives were launched to provide teleconsultations for both health professionals and for people who may face aggravated problems related to drug use as a result of the pandemic. These interventions offered support for managing stress, anxiety, depression and irritability. In Eastern Europe and Central Asia, online outreach packages have been developed using Internet technologies for State-run and non-governmental organization service providers, including community-based organizations, with the aim of increasing the availability and accessibility of services for preventing HIV and viral hepatitis among people who use drugs.

**Innovations in contactless distribution of medication and supplies**

Some of the services for people who use drugs have set up new, contactless delivery systems that distribute sterile needle and syringes and medication to people who use drugs while adhering to physical-distancing measures.

For example, in European Union member States, some needle and syringe programmes have encouraged users to take larger quantities of clean needle and syringes and other equipment than previously allowed. In the United States, the use of “peer-based delivery models”, which provide clients with sufficient supplies to distribute them to other people who inject drugs who may be unwilling or unable to visit the distribution centre, have been promoted in order to ensure that sterile supplies reach the people who need them most.

Self-service programmes have been introduced in Ukraine, where needle- and syringe-vending machines have been introduced to ensure access to clean injecting equipment without personal contact. This is also the case in
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Canada, where public funding has been made available for vending machines that dispense medical-grade opioids in British Columbia, Ontario and Nova Scotia.\(^{418}\)

Some services have increasingly used postal systems to deliver sterile needles and syringes, other materials and opioid agonist treatment medication to users at home. This has been reported by countries in Eastern and South-Eastern Europe, where postal services have been used to provide an uninterrupted supply of antiretroviral medications for the treatment of HIV/AIDS among people who use drugs.\(^{419}\) In Ireland, opioid agonist medications have also been delivered to clients’ homes and photographs taken with a mobile telephone to verify the identity of the recipient and avoid the need for signatures.\(^{420}\) In France,\(^{421}\) initiatives have been started to mail supplies such as sterile needles and syringes for safer drug use to people in need. In the United States, a similar programme, promoted on social media, has provided naloxone through postal services.\(^{422}\)

**Expanded model of take-home opioid agonist therapy medication**

Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, the conventional method for obtaining opioid agonist treatment was direct dispensation. This required patients to attend facilities on a near-daily basis and often to take the medication (buprenorphine or methadone) on site, in the presence of staff. This was aimed at encouraging engagement with patients and to foster a therapeutic relationship as well as prevent the diversion of and gaps in medication, and thus relapse, overdose or death.\(^{423}\) The implementation of COVID-19-related restrictions triggered the introduction of policy changes that have facilitated access to opioid agonist medication while reducing physical contact between people with drug use disorders and health-care staff.

In the United States, for example, people with opioid use disorders can now initiate treatment with buprenorphine without an initial in-person doctor visit, which used to be the rule. Methadone treatment previously required daily supervised dosing with tightly controlled take-home options, but patients considered stable may now take home doses for up to 28 days, while others may receive doses for up to 14 days.\(^{424}\)

These policy changes have also been seen in countries in other regions. In Colombia, for example, measures that allow take-home opioid agonist medication for longer periods have been approved,\(^{425}\) while according to experts in Ghana, patients have been allowed a double filling of prescriptions for drug treatment medication.\(^{426}\) In India, take-home doses of buprenorphine and methadone have been approved and successfully implemented as an emergency measure in some treatment centres and states; the permitted take-home dose of buprenorphine in India is 7–14 days.\(^{427, 428}\) As a result of their success, these measures may be sustained beyond lockdown periods and thereby offer greater flexibility to people who are enrolled in opioid agonist treatment programmes.\(^{429, 430}\)

In Taiwan Province of China, 123 hospital-affiliated drug treatment centres have been established to increase access to opioid agonist treatment.\(^{431}\) In addition, an outreach service station programme has been launched and 38 satellite drug treatment centres have been established to increase access to opioid agonist treatment in suburban and rural areas.

In European Union Member States, many countries have relaxed the regulations or legal framework governing take-home opioid agonist medication for stable patients.
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These changes include extended prescriptions, with an increase in the quantities of opioid agonist medication prescribed, electronic prescriptions being sent directly to pharmacies and a reduction in or exemption from urine testing and supervised intake of medication.  

Similarly, in order to ensure that the most vulnerable clients have access to opioid agonist medication, outreach has been deployed through mobile programmes in a number of countries, such as Czechia, Slovenia, Spain and Portugal. However, some European Union countries have raised concerns about the diversion and misuse of such medication.

In Armenia, Georgia, the Republic of Moldova and Ukraine, within a week of the implementation of the initial COVID-19 restrictions, actions were taken to either scale up the distribution of take-home opioid agonist medication or implement take-home provisions in places where they did not already exist; the take-home doses ranged from a 5- to a 10-day supply. In Ukraine, more than 55 per cent of opioid agonist treatment clients (almost 13,000 people) were receiving up to a 10-day supply of take-home medication by the end of March 2020. This was complemented by psychosocial support provided by means of online applications or telephone.

In Czechia, stimulant agonist treatment involving the prescription of methylphenidate was introduced to help reduce methamphetamine-related cravings. By the end of 2020, this treatment option was being provided to clients in four treatment centres in the country.

Many of these innovations seem to have facilitated an improvement in access to medication, especially for those patients with opioid use disorders. There are examples where community-led organizations have facilitated the implementation of these new approaches. Many of these innovations have not been yet evaluated for their efficacy, and it is too premature to establish if they improve the provision of drug services, such as opioid agonist treatment, in particular to vulnerable population groups.
The long-term potential of drug market changes triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic

As shown in the previous chapters of this booklet, the changes observed in drug markets, in particular during the first months of the pandemic, appear to have been largely temporary. The drug markets recovered quickly after mobility restrictions were lifted, highlighting their resilience. The immediate direct effects of the COVID-19 pandemic itself are therefore not likely to fundamentally change the scope and dynamics of existing drug markets in the long run because drug market participants adapt and consumers may return to their previous habits once the pandemic is under control.

Nevertheless, there are other indirect factors triggered by the pandemic that may influence drug markets and people who use drugs in the long run. This is because changes in illicit drug markets are closely linked to wider social and economic developments. Research findings associate inequality, poverty and lack of opportunities for socioeconomic development with increased drug use disorders and increased engagement in drug production and trafficking.438, 439 Moreover, historically, economic recessions have led to cuts in drug-related budgets and reductions in the resources allocated by Governments to drug programmes,440 a development that could follow the global recession brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic. All of these pandemic-related social and economic consequences have the potential to affect people who produce, traffic and use drugs for years to come.

Other phenomena to reckon with are the increased use of maritime and waterway routes for trafficking and increases in the size of drugs shipments seized. If the pandemic has strengthened or led to the development of new criminal networks that can infiltrate the legal cargo shipment system, those patterns may persist even after the pandemic is under control.

Also of note is how the pandemic has further accelerated the trend in the increasing non-medical use of pharmaceutical drugs, and may have triggered a dynamic that has increased the size of that market. In the past, in North America, a high prescription rate for pharmaceutical opioids has resulted in their diversion and an overall increase in the non-medical use of pharmaceutical opioids, and subsequently to an opioid crisis and a surge in overdose deaths.441 Overdose deaths have increased even further during the COVID-19 pandemic,442 a trend that may continue if not counteracted.

Moreover, while increasing rates of cannabis use were observed in many countries before the pandemic,443 some cannabis markets have grown strongly during the pandemic – and likely because of it – as a result of stay-at-home orders and social distancing restrictions, potentially accelerating the pre-existing trends of cannabis users consuming cannabis more frequently444 and the exposure of a new segment of the population to the drug.445

The increased use of digital technology in drug distribution triggered by the pandemic – increased mail delivery and contactless methods for reaching buyers, including web-based purchases over the clear web and the dark web – has shown how dynamic retail distribution can adapt to changing circumstances, just as it did in the legal

442 See booklet 2, Global Overview of Drug demand and Drug Supply, of the present report.
444 Ibid.
The present section describes what the future may hold for drug markets in a world that has been affected by a once-in-a-lifetime pandemic. Neither exhaustive nor conclusive, the narrative is guided by early indications collected during the first year of the pandemic and the resulting inference from existing evidence on drug market dynamics, such as the links between socioeconomic development and drug production, trafficking and use, or the dynamics behind the ongoing opioid crisis.

A big unknown about the transformative power that the COVID-19 pandemic may have on drug markets is how quickly COVID-19-related restrictions can be fully lifted and how quickly both the global and local economies can recover from the COVID-19-related shocks.

The cultivation of plant-based drugs and the production of coca leaf and opium are driven by a multitude of factors, with socioeconomic factors such as lack of livelihood opportunities, lack of access to licit employment or education and the absence of basic facilities required for sustainable development (such as clean water and health care) being some of the main drivers. \(^{448}\) Likewise, while increasing wealth has been linked to rising drug use, the poorest suffer the largest burden of drug use disorders. \(^{449}\) Moreover, changes in labour markets, such as rising unemployment, have been linked to increases in drug use in some segments of the population.

The severe economic crises following the implementation of COVID-19-related measures may therefore aggravate some drivers of illicit drug cultivation and may hit vulnerable populations and people who use drugs the hardest. This could lead to increased participation in drug cultivation and trafficking, increased risk of initiating drug use disorders.

A lasting economic crisis may lead to increased participation in illicit drug cultivation, production and trafficking and may aggravate vulnerability to drug use disorders.

The present section describes what the future may hold for drug markets in a world that has been affected by a once-in-a-lifetime pandemic. Neither exhaustive nor conclusive, the narrative is guided by early indications collected during the first year of the pandemic and the resulting inference from existing evidence on drug market dynamics, such as the links between socioeconomic development and drug production, trafficking and use, or the dynamics behind the ongoing opioid crisis.

A big unknown about the transformative power that the COVID-19 pandemic may have on drug markets is how quickly COVID-19-related restrictions can be fully lifted and how quickly both the global and local economies can recover from the COVID-19-related shocks.

A lasting economic crisis may lead to increased participation in illicit drug cultivation, production and trafficking and may aggravate vulnerability to drug use disorders.
use among vulnerable people, and worse health outcomes in people who use drugs in certain populations.\textsuperscript{450, 451, 452, 453, 454, 455, 456, 457, 458}

The global economy is estimated to have contracted by 3.3 per cent in 2020, and is projected to grow by 6.0 per cent in 2021 and 4.4 per cent in 2022. In contrast to earlier projections, the COVID-19-related recession is therefore likely to be smaller than the global financial crisis of 2008.\textsuperscript{459} However, the negative impact is expected to be greater in emerging market economies and low-income countries, which are expected to recover more slowly and with more significant medium-term losses than advanced economies.\textsuperscript{460}

Across all economies, income inequality is likely to increase significantly because of the pandemic. Youth, women, workers with relatively lower educational attainment and the informally employed have generally been hit the hardest by the COVID-19-related recession.\textsuperscript{461} COVID-19 has had an unprecedented impact on extreme poverty globally. For the first time in 20 years, global poverty is on the increase, and the pandemic is estimated to have pushed between 119 million and 124 million people into extreme poverty in 2020.\textsuperscript{462}

An increase in the rate of domestic violence against children, in particular violence linked to the closing of schools and/or the loss of income,\textsuperscript{463} is likely to increase vulnerabilities among children that could lead to an increase in drug use disorders in the future. That is because adverse childhood experiences are associated with an increased prevalence of substance use disorders, especially amongst more socioeconomically disadvantaged groups.\textsuperscript{464, 465}

In terms of education, learning losses have been more severe in low-income and developing countries, where it has been found to be harder to cope with school closures, especially for girls and students from low-income households. During the peak of the pandemic, in countries with school closures, the estimated short-term out-of-school rate in primary education was 20 per cent in countries with a high level of human development, compared with 86 per cent in those with a low level of human development.\textsuperscript{466}

All these developments may exacerbate the socioeconomic situation of vulnerable populations, which can accelerate drug use initiation and the progression from drug use to drug use disorders and can also affect those vulnerable to participation in drug cultivation and trafficking. Depending on the severity of the impact and on the duration of economic recovery, this may aggravate the drug problem in affected countries and regions.

The COVID-19 pandemic has also increased vulnerabilities linked to mental health conditions in general,\textsuperscript{467} a trend that can influence drug use. The complex association

\textsuperscript{450} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{452} Nicolau Martin Bassols and Judit Vall Castelló, “Effects of the great recession on drugs consumption in Spain”, \textit{Economics and Human Biology}, vol. 22 (2016), pp. 103–116.
\textsuperscript{459} International Monetary Fund, \textit{World Economic Outlook: Managing Divergent Recoveries} (Washington D.C., 2021).
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\textsuperscript{464} Mark A. Bellis and others, \textit{Adverse Childhood Experiences and Their Impact on Health-Harming Behaviours in the Welsh Adult Population: Alcohol Use, Drug Use, Violence, Sexual Behaviour, Incarceration, Smoking and Poor Diet} (Cardiff, Wales, United Kingdom, Public Health Wales NHS Trust, 2015).
Afghanistan, one of the world’s least developed countries and the largest contributor to global opium production, has been heavily affected by the economic downturn related to the pandemic. The pandemic came on top of a string of years of unusual weather, including a widespread drought in 2018 and high seasonal floods in 2019, which had already resulted in high levels of hunger and malnutrition and escalating household debt. Following the onset of the pandemic in Afghanistan in mid-March 2020, almost all main food commodity prices showed an increase by September of that year, which affected the purchasing power of low-income households: the purchasing power of casual laborers and pastoralists deteriorated by 6 per cent and 8 per cent, respectively, mainly due to increased wheat prices. Such commodity price increases are likely to be felt most keenly by vulnerable populations, including people already dependent on humanitarian assistance. Depending on the duration of the economic recession, the speed of recovery and the degree to which the rural population is 

The severe economic contraction and instability associated with the COVID-19 crisis may push more rural households into the illicit cultivation of opium poppy or coca bush in the future to compensate for the economic losses incurred.

COVID-19 pandemic may lead to increases in illicit crop cultivation as a means of overcoming economic hardship in vulnerable households and regions

Such commodity price increases are likely to be felt most keenly by vulnerable populations, including people already dependent on humanitarian assistance. Depending on the duration of the economic recession, the speed of recovery and the degree to which the rural population is


affected, loss of livelihood may overwhelm people’s currently precarious coping mechanisms, as all these developments are likely to further reduce licit economic opportunities and increase the propensity of the rural population of Afghanistan to engage in illegal activity, such as opium or cannabis cultivation and heroin or methamphetamine manufacture.

In Mexico, where there was roughly a 9 per cent contraction in the economy in 2020, the economic downturn could result in fewer resources being available for robust public investment in alternative livelihoods, which could enable criminal groups to capitalize on the situation and increase their affiliation.

Coca bush cultivation and cocaine manufacture appear to be unaffected by the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic; however, this may change as the economic recession, which is of historic proportions in Latin America, could push more farmers into the illicit cultivation of coca bush. Moreover, there are early indications that organized crime groups may be taking over some State functions in certain areas, and of an increased participation of some vulnerable population groups in the illegal drug markets. For example, children who are not in school due to lockdown measures have been taking up coca leaf collection to earn additional money. With the economic situation of vulnerable groups being particularly precarious, such developments may intensify and lead to increased cultivation and manufacture of cocaine.

Although research on the topic is still limited, reduced licit economic opportunities may lead to increased participation in crime, including drug trafficking.

Research in Latin America has shown that low levels of education and high rates of unemployment put young people at increased risk of delinquent and violent behaviour, joining organized crime structures and becoming involved in collective violence. Moreover, research in the United States found that illicit activities such as drug trafficking can provide an opportunity for economic advancement and for establishing a power base for individuals who have been lacking access to licit employment opportunities; COVID-19-related unemployment may aggravate the situation of many.

One common characteristic of farmers involved in illicit crop cultivation is that they are frequently smallholders located in remote and conflictive rural areas where the rule of law is weak. In this regard, it is a misconception that illicit crop cultivation earns significant profit for most of such farmers, who occupy the least profitable stage of the illicit value chain. Annual surveys of rural communities in Afghanistan and Myanmar have shown that villages affected by illicit opium cultivation have lower levels in several of the multidimensional criteria for sustainable development than have villages not affected by such cultivation. Also, in Colombia, data collected from the field showed a similar “development gap” between households participating in illicit crop cultivation and those that are not.

---
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The COVID-19 pandemic has brought additional challenges to all farming households, not least those involved in illicit crop cultivation. The ways that the pandemic has affected illicit cultivation differ, however: on the one hand, low licit crop prices, the return of family members to rural communities due to unemployment elsewhere, and the suspension of eradication may have prompted increases in illicit crop cultivation in countries such as the Plurinational State of Bolivia; on the other hand, in countries such as Peru and Myanmar, temporary or long-term decreases in illicit crop prices may have made illicit cultivation less attractive. However, the abiding trend in illicit crop cultivation will depend on the fine balance between several associated factors, which may differ by location. For instance, farmers may continue to favour illicit crops if, despite a decline in the prices of both licit and illicit crops, illicit crop prices remain slightly higher than prices of licit crops, or if farmers expect that illicit crop prices will, in the near future, recover faster than licit crop prices.

Despite potential regional differences, the COVID-19 pandemic has added another layer of vulnerability to already fragile and often isolated communities affected by illicit crop cultivation and has exacerbated inequality and underdevelopment. Due to their remoteness, many such communities had lacked licit income-generating alternatives even before the pandemic. Consequently, in several regions, a slight recovery in illicit crop prices may lead to a significant increase in illicit crop cultivation if profitable licit income-generating alternatives are not in place.

Despite resources for alternative development programmes being more necessary than ever, they are at risk

Alternative development programmes are designed to provide licit income-generating alternatives to farmers in communities affected by illicit crop cultivation and provide a long-term development response to illicit drug cultivation. Faced with the additional challenges stemming from the pandemic, farmers could be supported by these programmes to help overcome the economic shocks, and the risk of more households engaging in illicit cultivation could be mitigated. Yet despite the many additional benefits that alternative development can provide in terms of food security, social capital and the creation of a culture of legality, such programmes have faced additional challenges during the pandemic. The alternative crops and livelihoods that alternative development programmes support may suffer due to market disruptions, and while local markets may have temporarily become more important during the COVID-19 pandemic, there is no guarantee that such local markets will boost the commercialization of alternative development products in the long term.

In low-income countries, such as Afghanistan and Myanmar, alternative development programmes rely on international donors and risk being underfunded because donor funding is largely being diverted to the response to the COVID-19 pandemic. Other countries that have invested in national alternative development programmes may also divert funding from such programmes to responding to the COVID-19 pandemic. If this happens, the resulting lack of support may drive more farmers who were beneficiaries of alternative development programmes but still in the process of ceasing illicit crop cultivation to resume that illicit cultivation.

A protracted economic crisis may accelerate the progression of people who use drugs to drug use disorders

Economic constraints caused by the global COVID-19 crisis, if they persist, may exacerbate the risk of the most vulnerable population groups initiating drug use and accelerate the progression of people who use drugs to drug use disorders because such progression is influenced by socioeconomic characteristics at the individual, community and country levels. Economic recessions and consequent increases in the level of unemployment have been found to be associated with increases in the level of drug use disorders via psychosocial stress pathways. Socioeconomic characteristics can influence drug use and
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was found that exposure to elevated unemployment rates at the regional level during the participants’ childhood were associated with increased risk in engaging in cannabis use: an increase of 1 per cent in the unemployment rate predicted an increase in cannabis use by a factor of 1.09.498 Another study, using administrative statistics for the period 2005–2010 collected in 366 metropolitan areas in the United States, showed a 0.23 per cent increase in deaths caused by drug overdoses for each point increase in the unemployment rate. This effect appeared strongest among individuals aged 25–64, with the intention of committing suicide perhaps explaining a fraction of those overdose deaths.499

In a broader context, changes in labour market characteristics, such as increases in the unemployment rate, have been linked to increases in drug use and drug use disorders in a relatively consistent way. In an analysis of data collected in the United States from almost 9,000 adolescents who participated in a longitudinal study, it was found that exposure to elevated unemployment rates at the regional level during the participants’ childhood were associated with increased risk in engaging in cannabis use: an increase of 1 per cent in the unemployment rate predicted an increase in cannabis use by a factor of 1.09.498 Another study, using administrative statistics for the period 2005–2010 collected in 366 metropolitan areas in the United States, showed a 0.23 per cent increase in deaths caused by drug overdoses for each point increase in the unemployment rate. This effect appeared strongest among individuals aged 25–64, with the intention of committing suicide perhaps explaining a fraction of those overdose deaths.499
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In France, in a study conducted among 1,200 young adults, the experience of unemployment predicted an increase in the risk of cannabis use and abuse, in particular among individuals who had a low level of educational attainment and who may have had the lowest employment prospects. 500 Likewise, in Spain, the experience of unemployment has also been found to be associated with heavy cannabis use in both men and women. 501 There is also evidence that low income levels and poverty are associated with drug use behaviours, both in the general population 502 and in specific subgroups, as demonstrated in a study conducted among 1,000 people treated for tuberculosis in South Africa in which participants who were experiencing poverty were found to be more likely to have drug use disorders than those who were not. 503 For some individuals suffering from drug use disorders, declining income was linked to increased risky behaviour, such as injecting drug use 504 and engaging in criminal activities such as selling drugs. 505, 506

The COVID-19 pandemic has not only affected overall economic growth but has also had a particularly severe impact on employment. By April 2020, full or partial lockdown measures, including workplace closures, had affected almost 2.7 billion workers, about 81 per cent of the global workforce. Over the whole of 2020, an estimated 8.8 per cent of global working hours were lost – equivalent to 255 million full-time jobs. This is approximately four times the hours lost during the global financial crisis of 2008. The situation improved towards the end of the 2020, although significant job losses were still noted in comparison with the same period in 2019. 507

According to the evidence available to date, lockdown measures, unemployment, stress, physical distancing, related isolation and boredom, and changes in the availability of certain substances have contributed to the changes observed in drug use behaviour. A protracted economic crisis, with lasting elevated levels of unemployment and economic uncertainty may solidify the trends observed during the pandemic, meaning that the increased prevalence of use of sedatives such as benzodiazepines and of cannabis may continue, at its higher level, and drug use disorders may be manifest at increased rates, too.

500 Maria Melchior and others, “Unemployment and substance use in young adults: does educational attainment modify the association?”, European Addiction Research, vol. 21, No. 3 (April 2015).
505 Arkes, “Recessions and the participation of youth in the selling and use of illicit drugs”.
The COVID-19 pandemic has been found to have provided opportunities for organized crime groups to expand their activities in legal markets and increase their infiltration of legal businesses. The crisis has increased the likelihood of struggling companies falling under the control of organized crime groups, as many companies have faced shortages of capital, caused by the closure or curtailment of their business activities. Struggling firms that are not adequately supported by public subsidies are more likely to seek the liquidity offered by organized crime groups, putting them at increased risk of criminal infiltration. There are also indications that organized crime groups have been able during the pandemic to continue to generate funds that are sufficient for expansion, as some had already invested in sectors that have seen high demand during the pandemic, such as cleaning companies, the food industry and funeral homes.

The pandemic may thus have created the potential for the establishment and consolidation of maritime trafficking routes, either purely out of convenience or because organized crime groups have consolidated networks that enable them to better infiltrate the legal maritime trade.

Expanding markets for pharmaceutical drugs and cannabis

Economic contractions can induce greater demand for drugs because of the resulting unemployment or the need to escape stress and anxiety. These stressors have been cited as the reasons behind the increasing demand for drugs such as cannabis, alcohol and prescription drugs, including benzodiazepines and tramadol, during the COVID-19 pandemic. Changes in drug use and related behaviours may persist beyond the COVID-19 pandemic, with far-reaching consequences for drug markets.
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Pharmaceutical drugs

A recent increase in non-medical use of benzodiazepines, both diverted pharmaceutical as well as novel compounds, has been observed in many drug markets in high-income countries. Data from a prescription delivery service in the United States showed a greater than 20 per cent increase in benzodiazepine prescriptions in the first month after COVID-19 was declared a pandemic, reversing a five-year downward trend in the data. In Europe, increasing non-medical use of benzodiazepines was reported through the second half of 2020 by countries members of the European Union, with some attributing the increase to the greater psychological stress resulting from the pandemic. If the changes in behaviour induced by the pandemic are lasting, demand for benzodiazepines may increase in the future, with broad implications for drug markets. An increase in benzodiazepine injecting has already been reported among some who illicitly source drugs in Europe and North America, which may be linked to diverted medications and increasing access to NPS benzodiazepines.

Without adequate management, increases in the use of pharmaceutical drugs in the general population can also have negative long-term consequences. In North America, the experience of aggressively treating chronic non-cancer pain with opioid analgesics provides a key example of how the oversupply of prescription analgesics over a period of years left many saddled with an opioid-use disorder and shaped the demand for opioids in major illicit drug markets. An increase in benzodiazepine injecting has already been reported among some who illicitly source drugs in Europe and North America, which may be linked to diverted medications and increasing access to NPS benzodiazepines.

A growing demand for the non-medical use of benzodiazepines, as seen by increases in benzodiazepine injecting by those who use drugs purchased in illicit markets, may be an early sign of a shift in demand in drug markets. A shift towards the use of illegally sourced or diverted benzodiazepines may have similar consequences to those observed in the North American opioid crisis. Although the opioid crisis in North America was initiated by the over-prescription of opioids for the treatment of pain, there has since been a shift towards illegally sourced opioids, including NPS synthetic opioid variants manufactured to circumvent drug control laws. In the context of benzodiazepines, the shift towards uncontrolled alternatives had already increased harms in some countries prior to the pandemic. In parts of Europe and North America, for example, diverted benzodiazepines are a concern, as distributors obtain NPS benzodiazepines, which fall outside existing control, and sometimes press them into tablets that are made to look like pharmaceutical-grade products. Indeed, during the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been a notable increase in the share of overdose deaths in parts of North America involving NPS benzodiazepine compounds that fall outside international control. In short, iatrogenic addiction or the diversion of benzodiazepines may reorient illicit drug markets in fundamental ways that could have lasting effects.

The interlinkage between medical and non-medical use of pharmaceutical drug may also affect those who have recovered from COVID-19. One recent study of COVID-19 patients in the United States who, although no longer contagious, were still experiencing health problems found that doctors were more likely to prescribe opioid analgesics and benzodiazepines in greater amounts to those with persistent COVID-19-related disabilities. It is still unclear what share of COVID-19 patients exhibit long-term disabilities that require medications but, if not
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properly managed, some of those individuals may be at risk of iatrogenic addiction to opioids or benzodiazepines.

Likewise, use of tramadol could have increased during the pandemic. Strained health-care systems in some parts of the developing world may be treating COVID-19 symptoms or other related health issues, such as pain, with tramadol. Countries of Africa and the Middle East have seen a large growth in the availability of tramadol for non-medical use. Should non-medical demand for pharmaceutical medications increase greatly, illegal distributors already have an illicit supply chain in place that can potentially be extended to meet new demand.

Cannabis

COVID-19 may have accelerated the pre-existing trends towards increased use and availability of cannabis in some high-income countries as some people have turned to the drug to alleviate stress or manage boredom brought on by stay-at-home orders. This, in turn, may have opened up new opportunities for cannabis markets due to an emerging acceptance of the drug.

Global information on changes in the prevalence of drug use during the pandemic is still not available. Thus, an examination of the overall extent of drug use has not yet been possible, but initial information that was available in early 2021, mainly in high-income countries, suggests that cannabis consumption has increased, probably more in terms of frequency of use than the number of people who use the drug. Regular users may have increased the quantity of cannabis they consume while infrequent users may have reduced their consumption of cannabis or abstained from consuming it.

The cannabis market is driven by frequent users. So, even if infrequent users have reduced their consumption of cannabis and fewer people have used the drug during the pandemic, it is likely that the cannabis market continued to expand during the COVID-19 crisis, and that growth is likely to continue once the pandemic is over, as new patterns of use emerge, with heavier cannabis users driving those increases. The increasing acceptance of cannabis, as seen in the decreasing number of adolescents that perceive it as a risk, could encourage this expansion. Accelerated rates of increase of cannabis use due to COVID-19 measures may further increase its accessibility and therefore provide both criminals and commercial operators, where the drug has been legalized, with an opportunity to expand their business. Indeed, large, multi-billion-dollar businesses, which have a private interest in the expansion of the cannabis use market, are moving into the market in the jurisdictions where cannabis has been legalized.

Innovations in retail distribution of drugs will persist if they prove efficient and have the potential to globalize drug markets

As the COVID-19 pandemic has forced businesses and individuals to adapt to a new reality of closures, mobility restrictions, distancing measures and lockdowns, many have turned to technology to overcome these challenges. Businesses have found ways to expand the delivery of their services, improve contactless and cashless trade, and cut costs through automation and restructuring. Individuals have used cell phone applications and other software to engage with the outside world, seek services and otherwise improve their lives at home. Many of these technologies and services pre-dated COVID-19, but their adoption accelerated in 2020 and they are likely to continue to be used after the pandemic.

That adoption of technology to overcome the challenges imposed by the COVID-19 pandemic has extended to the illicit trade in drugs. Some of these developments, such as the adoption of Internet-based distribution, can
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reshape how retail drug markets operate, making drugs more accessible.\textsuperscript{540, 541, 542} Drug markets had already started to adopt and adapt to technological developments before the pandemic in order to reduce production and distribution costs, including indirect costs related to the risk of seizure, arrest and prosecution.\textsuperscript{543} Early reports suggest that drug markets have continued to adapt during lockdowns by extending contactless delivery services, online ordering through social media and encrypted messaging, and by mailing products to buyers.\textsuperscript{544} Dynamic retail distribution can adapt to changing circumstances, and if these innovations can provide a comparative advantage beyond the COVID-related restrictions, they are likely to remain in place after the pandemic. Drug distribution, especially open-air or overt retailing, has declined during lockdown periods, a pattern that could persist well after the pandemic due to the adoption of new technologies that offer advantages to both buyers and sellers. Before the pandemic, buyers and sellers of drugs were already using social media, cell phones and delivery to transact,\textsuperscript{545} but as practices shift towards modes of acquisition that favour privacy and convenience, buyers of drugs are likely to rely increasingly on these emerging technologies to locate drug dealers and have products delivered directly or hidden in deadrops, for example. For some consumers in some drug markets, this convenience could reduce non-monetary costs, such as search time or the risk of arrest.\textsuperscript{546} Dealers may also prefer operating through Internet-based communication systems and delivery that are efficient and avoid legal risks or violence stemming from dealing drugs on the street.\textsuperscript{547, 548, 549}

The use of darknet marketplaces may also expand as a result of the pandemic. Although barriers to accessing darknet marketplaces and cryptocurrency may remain for some of the most marginalized population groups, people who are more technologically savvy could find lucrative opportunities by bridging the gap for those who are less so, with far-reaching effects. A shift in drug acquisition, from street-level sales to online ordering and postal delivery, could lead to a globalization of retail drug markets that could reduce barriers to entry to the drug markets and increase competition between traffickers.

Internet-based sourcing enables anyone anywhere to trade in drugs, potentially altering and accelerating the expansion of drug markets. An enterprising individual living in an economically depressed area could, for example, obtain a wholesale amount of a drug online and distribute it to local consumers.\textsuperscript{550, 551} As happens now in legal trade through global sale platforms, those who want to buy drugs in the future may no longer need to rely on local dealers to obtain them, as they could buy online drugs that can be shipped in a matter of days from another part of the globe. This could result in a greater diffusion of drug use. In general, drug markets now have national and regional characteristics, with certain substances dominating the use and supply of the market in different geographical locations, but if online selling becomes more widespread, any substance could become readily available anywhere. Internet-based trade in drugs that persists after the COVID-19 pandemic could reshape the local drug landscape, putting pressure on local dealers who have to compete with online suppliers who have lower cost structures as they can send drugs by mail for a modest fee.
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Globalization of retail markets could affect prices of some drugs if online retailers can undercut local dealers. In the short term, it is probably more realistic to expect that online retailing may remain limited to particular segments of the drug market that are perhaps more accessible to those who seek drugs such as cannabis and psychedelics, or casual users who can wait several days to receive a consignment of drugs sent by mail. Frequent users of heroin or cocaine may not have the means to obtain cryptocurrencies, access darknet marketplaces or be able to wait for delivery and therefore may continue to rely on local dealers. That said, delivery services and cell phone-based ordering may continue to expand after the COVID-19 pandemic as buyers and sellers have found this innovation a convenient and efficient way to circumvent COVID-19-related restrictions, reduce waiting times and improve the efficiency of supply.

Innovations in delivery of services to people who use drugs have created an opportunity for improving access and patient well-being in the long run

Mobility restrictions brought on by COVID-19 accelerated the adoption of new ways to deliver drug treatment and health services to people who use drugs. Abrupt social distancing orders and lockdowns forced many public services to adapt by finding innovative solutions in order to continue to provide outreach and health services to vulnerable drug-using populations. This is critically important as drug use during the pandemic may be increasingly harmful. Successes in service delivery innovations may create new opportunities for some people who use drugs by lowering barriers in accessing services, especially those that pertain to medication therapies or psychosocial services.

New policies and technological advances engendered by the COVID-19 crisis seem to have benefited individuals in drug treatment and others seeking to overcome social isolation and find support groups. Regulatory authorities in several regions have reduced barriers to accessing medication-assisted treatment, by increasing the flexibility of obtaining take-home doses of naloxone, methadone or buprenorphine or by permitting greater use of telehealth services. Experiences with a more flexible provision of opioid agonist therapy are being closely monitored with respect to the potential risk of diversion of the drugs to illicit markets and the potential increased coverage by services. Technological innovations, such as extended-release depots for buprenorphine and remote electronic dispensing machines for methadone, are promising means of extending treatment delivery services without increasing the risk of diversion. Such flexibility, if it results in greater access to services without bringing unwanted consequences, could persist after social distancing measures are lifted and could be adapted to deliver services in more remote areas. To date, emerging evidence suggests that increased flexibility in providing opioid agonist therapies during the COVID-19 pandemic, such as methadone and buprenorphine, has not resulted in increases in drug-related harms, such as overdose, but has increased access to these medications.

While telemedicine is not new, it has been extended during the pandemic to link patients with providers or other support groups using digital technology. Patients and practitioners alike have generally found these technologies easy and convenient to use, and some believe that telemedicine will continue to play a role in substance use disorder treatment after the end of the pandemic.

OUTLOOK Changes in drug market patterns that have accelerated during the COVID-19 crisis may continue at a higher rate once the pandemic is under control.
Should some or all of these innovations prove to be safe and effective, and become mainstays after the end of the COVID-19 pandemic, it is likely that the reductions in barriers to access could improve patient health. Limitations in obtaining agonist medications or logistical barriers that require in-person therapies could be reduced through the use of technological and policy adaptations. In short, the situation created by the COVID-19 pandemic may prove to be of great benefit in the future, leading to adaptations in the provision of drug treatment services that would otherwise not have happened in the short term due to political or logistical constraints.

Blended services that are aimed at mutual optimization of face-to-face and online therapies may have utility beyond the COVID-19 pandemic and contribute to increased access to services. Thus, the forced adaptation of new approaches that were implemented during the pandemic may trigger or accelerate research that identifies science-based drug treatments that use new technologies, such as telemedicine, or greater flexibility in the provision and delivery of medication therapies. If grounded on ethical standards that respect privacy and confidentiality, it is possible that contactless delivery and outreach tools ensure patient privacy and reduce stigma.
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ampheta
mine-type stimulants — a group of substances composed of synthetic stimulants controlled under the Convention on Psychotropic Substances of 1971 which includes amphetamine, methamphetamine, methcathinone and the “ecstasy”-group substances (3,4-methylenedioxyamphetamine (MDMA) and its analogues).

amphetamines — a group of amphetamine-type stimulants that includes amphetamine and methamphetamine.

annual prevalence — the total number of people of a given age range who have used a given drug at least once in the past year, divided by the number of people of the given age range, and expressed as a percentage.

coca paste (or coca base) — an extract of the leaves of the coca bush. Purification of coca paste yields cocaine (base and hydrochloride).

“crack” cocaine — cocaine base obtained from cocaine hydrochloride through conversion processes to make it suitable for smoking.

cocaine salt — cocaine hydrochloride.

drug use — use of controlled psychoactive substances for non-medical and non-scientific purposes, unless otherwise specified.

fentanyls — fentanyl and its analogues.

new psychoactive substances — substances of abuse, either in a pure form or a preparation, that are not controlled under the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs of 1961 or the 1971 Convention, but that may pose a public health threat. In this context, the term “new” does not necessarily refer to new inventions but to substances that have recently become available.

opiates — a subset of opioids comprising the various products derived from the opium poppy plant, including opium, morphine and heroin.

opioids — a generic term that refers both to opiates and their synthetic analogues (mainly prescription or pharmaceutical opioids) and compounds synthesized in the body.

problem drug users — people who engage in the high-risk consumption of drugs. For example, people who inject drugs, people who use drugs on a daily basis and/or people diagnosed with drug use disorders (harmful use or drug dependence), based on clinical criteria as contained in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (fifth edition) of the American Psychiatric Association, or the International Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (tenth revision) of WHO.

people who suffer from drug use disorders/people with drug use disorders — a subset of people who use drugs. Harmful use of substances and dependence are features of drug use disorders. People with drug use disorders need treatment, health and social care and rehabilitation.

harmful use of substances — defined in the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (tenth revision) as a pattern of use that causes damage to physical or mental health.

dependence — defined in the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems (tenth revision) as a cluster of physiological, behavioural and cognitive phenomena that develop after repeated substance use and that typically include a strong desire to take the drug, difficulties in controlling its use, persisting in its use despite harmful consequences, a higher priority given to drug use than to other activities and obligations, increased tolerance, and sometimes a physical withdrawal state.
substance or drug use disorders — referred to in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (fifth edition) as patterns of symptoms resulting from the repeated use of a substance despite experiencing problems or impairment in daily life as a result of using substances. Depending on the number of symptoms identified, substance use disorder may be mild, moderate or severe.

prevention of drug use and treatment of drug use disorders — the aim of “prevention of drug use” is to prevent or delay the initiation of drug use, as well as the transition to drug use disorders. Once a person develops a drug use disorder, treatment, care and rehabilitation are needed.
The World Drug Report uses a number of regional and subregional designations. These are not official designations, and are defined as follows:

AFRICA

East Africa: Burundi, Comoros, Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Madagascar, Mauritius, Rwanda, Seychelles, Somalia, South Sudan, Uganda, United Republic of Tanzania and Mayotte

North Africa: Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Morocco, Sudan and Tunisia

Southern Africa: Angola, Botswana, Eswatini, Lesotho, Malawi, Mozambique, Namibia, South Africa, Zambia, Zimbabwe and Reunion

West and Central Africa: Benin, Burkina Faso, Cabo Verde, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Chad, Congo, Côte d’Ivoire, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Ghana, Guinea, Guinea-Bissau, Liberia, Mali, Mauritania, Niger, Nigeria, Sao Tome and Principe, Senegal, Sierra Leone, Togo and Saint Helena

AMERICAS

Caribbean: Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Barbados, Cuba, Dominica, Dominican Republic, Grenada, Haiti, Jamaica, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Trinidad and Tobago, Anguilla, Aruba, Bonaire, Netherlands, British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, Curacao, Guadeloupe, Martinique, Montserrat, Puerto Rico, Saba, Netherlands, Sint Eustatius, Netherlands, Sint Maarten, Turks and Caicos Islands and United States Virgin Islands

Central America: Belize, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua and Panama

North America: Canada, Mexico, United States of America, Bermuda, Greenland and Saint-Pierre and Miquelon

South America: Argentina, Bolivia (Plurinational State of), Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador, Guyana, Paraguay, Peru, Suriname, Uruguay, Venezuela (Bolivarian Republic of) and Falkland Islands (Malvinas)

ASIA

Central Asia and Transcaucasia: Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan and Uzbekistan

East and South-East Asia: Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, China, Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, Indonesia, Japan, Lao People’s Democratic Republic, Malaysia, Mongolia, Myanmar, Philippines, Republic of Korea, Singapore, Thailand, Timor-Leste, Viet Nam, Hong Kong, China, Macao, China, and Taiwan Province of China

South-West Asia: Afghanistan, Iran (Islamic Republic of) and Pakistan

Near and Middle East: Bahrain, Iraq, Israel, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Syrian Arab Republic, United Arab Emirates, Yemen and State of Palestine

South Asia: Bangladesh, Bhutan, India, Maldives, Nepal and Sri Lanka

EUROPE

Eastern Europe: Belarus, Republic of Moldova, Russian Federation and Ukraine

South-Eastern Europe: Albania, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Montenegro, North Macedonia, Romania, Serbia, Turkey and Kosovo¹

¹ References to Kosovo shall be understood to be in the context of Security Council resolution 1244 (1999).
/> Western and Central Europe: Andorra, Austria, Belgium, Cyprus, Czechia, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Malta, Monaco, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, San Marino, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, Holy See, Faroe Islands and Gibraltar

OCEANIA

/> Australia and New Zealand: Australia and New Zealand

/> Polynesia: Cook Islands, Niue, Samoa, Tonga, Tuvalu, French Polynesia, Tokelau and Wallis and Futuna Islands

/> Melanesia: Fiji, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu and New Caledonia

/> Micronesia: Kiribati, Marshall Islands, Micronesia (Federated States of), Nauru, Palau, Guam and Northern Mariana Islands
Consisting of five separate booklets, the World Drug Report 2021 provides an in-depth analysis of the global drug markets and paints a comprehensive picture of the measurable effects and potential impact of the COVID-19 crisis on the world drug problem.

Booklet 1 summarizes the four subsequent booklets by reviewing their key findings and highlighting their policy implications. Booklet 2 offers a projection of the impact of population growth on drug use by 2030 and gives a global overview of the supply of and demand for drugs, including their health impact and the trafficking of substances over the Internet. Booklet 3 provides an analysis of the global markets for cannabis and opioids, both in terms of supply and use, and includes an overview of the latest developments in countries with measures regulating the non-medical use of cannabis; it also discusses the overlaps between the various opioids and looks at access to pharmaceutical opioids for medical use. Booklet 4 contains the latest trends in and estimates of the markets for stimulants – cocaine, methamphetamine, amphetamine and “ecstasy” – both at the global level and in the most affected subregions. Booklet 5 presents an early assessment of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on drug markets by looking at how it has affected drug supply and demand dynamics, including in terms of health consequences and how drug service provision has adapted to the new situation in many countries; the booklet closes with a look at how the pandemic may influence long-term changes in the drug markets.

The World Drug Report 2021 is aimed not only at fostering greater international cooperation to counter the impact of the world drug problem on health, governance and security, but also, with its special focus on the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic, at assisting Member States in anticipating and addressing challenges that may arise in the near future.